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SUMMARY 
This study of farmers' cooperatives in Iowa has dealt mainly 
with two things: (1) the opinions and actions of the farmers 
of Iowa toward cooperative principles, practices and policies, 
and (2) the exploration of the relationships between coopera-
tives and the communities in which they were located. Five 
hundred and forty-six farmers living in 22 .Iowa communities 
were interviewed. Of this group 268 were members of coopera-
tives and 278 were not members 
Significant differences were found between those farmers 
who belonged to cooperatives and those who did not. More of 
the members of cooperatives were middle-aged. :Members had 
larger farms and more of them had oontinental European 
nationality backgrounds. The socio-economic status of mem-
bers was higher, and members belonged to more fOI'mal groups 
than did nonmembers. There was no significant difference when 
members and nonmembers were compared on the basis of edu-
cation or farm tenure. 
Most Iowa farmers first learned about cooperatives in their 
local primary associations. They joined cooperatives mainly to 
save money and stated that economic savings had becn the 
greatest benefit they had received from their cooperatives. 
Most farm members supported the generally accepted prin-
eiples of savings being returned to patrons on the basis of pat-
ronage, limited interest on capital invested, and voting on the 
basis of onc votc pel' mcmber. Two-thirds agrecd with the 
practice of selling at prevailing prices. Half of the members 
subscribed to complete open membership in cooperatives and 
the practice of operating on a cash basis. Seventy percent of 
the members felt they had some responsibility to their coopera-
tives. However, the majority of the members did not look upon 
100 percent patronage as one of those responsibilities. In fact, 
more than half thought that members were justified in not 
trading with the cooperative under some conditions, and in 
practice two-fifths of the members did split their business with 
competitors of their cooperative. Two-fifths of the members 
felt they had" no say" in running their cooperative and the 
same proportion had never attended an annual meeting of their 
cooperative. 
General satisfaction was expressed among cooperative mem-
bers regarding the savings made for them by their cooperative, 
the efficiency of their cooperative and the cooperative man-
agers. Ninety-seven percent of the members felt that the prices 
a1 the cooperatives were as good or better than competitors' 
prices. Eighty percent felt that the cooperatives made a more 
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~ompetitive market. A third of the members voiced criticisms 
of their local cooperatives. 
Sixty percent of the members thought that cooperatives made 
profits and 35 percent thought cooperatives should pay income 
taxes. 1\10re than half of the members stated that cooperatives 
should not pay income taxes. Members thought the respon· 
sibility of financing cooperatives should rest largely with local 
members. Only one-third of them understood the revolving 
fund method of financing. A third of the members thought that 
cooperatives should operate on a cash basis. Another third pre· 
fl'l'red a 30-day credit basis, and the remaiilder preferred long .. 
time credit. 
According to the data on which the present study was based, 
villages which had one or more farmers' cooperatives were better 
tl'ade centers for their communities. Such villages ·provided 
more g·elleral services for both farm and town people. They also 
showed greater economic stability which benefited village mel'· 
chants and farm customers alike. 
Agricultural Cooperatives in Iowa I 
Farmers' Opinions. and Community Relations2 
By GI<;()\WE M. HEAL, DOXALll R. FESSLER AND RAY E. ',v AKELEY' 
Iowa farmers are cooperators. In number of farmer coopera-
tive associations Iowa ranks third in the nation, third in esti-
mated membership, and fifth in volume of business.4 Organized 
cooperatives lUlYe been an important factor in Iowa farm and 
community business dlll'ing the past half of a century. 
Farmers' cooperatives of one type or another are to be 
found in all parts of the state and in approximately half the 
villages and towns. The volume of business done by these co-
operatives represents a large share of all farm business done 
in the state and in some communities makes up the largest 
single contribution to farm-village trade. It is essential, there-
fore, that cooperative members and the public at large recog-
llize the relationships existing between the cooperatives and 
their members m; well as between the cooperatives and the 
communities in which they arc located. 
As with any dynamic social organization, the l'elationships 
within the cooperatives change from year to year to correspond 
wit h the changing economic and social conditions in society 
as a whole. Because of these changes the members no longer 
look upon their cooperatiYes as they did when the cooperatives 
","ere org·anized 5, 10, 15 or 20 years ago. And as a further 
consequence the cooperatives arc playing different roles today 
in the lives of their members and in the communities in which 
they exist. 
1 This "turly was made by the Iowa. Agricultural Experiment Station (Proj-
ect 1033). \Villiam J. Tudor, formerly of the Department of l~conomics and 
Sociology, Iowa. State College. WaS the original leadm· of the project and 
responsible for much of its ,le\"elopment and planning and for the super-
vision of the field work. Frank Robotka, of the Department of Economics 
anll 80ciolol;Y, contributed invaluable counsel durin I; the entlre project. 
GI'ate[ul acknowledgment is also made to the numerous inrlivi,luals In the 
22 cOllllnunities who supplied the information on which the analysis Is based. 
Z Thc section of this manuscript dealinl; with farmers' understandinl; of and 
opinions about cooperatives wa~ prepared by George M. Beal. That part 
which takes up the relations of farmers' cooperatives to the communities 
in which they are located was written by Donald R. Fessler. Both par-
ticipatell from the start in the planning of the project and In the Ileld work. 
The project was under the superdsion of Ray E. \Yakeley" 
" Gcorg-e ~r. TIp'll, assistant professor; Donal.l R. Fessler, research associate; 
and Ray ]~. 'Val<cley, professor of sociology, Iowa. Agricultural Experiment 
Station. . 
, Farm Credit Administration. Farmers' ~Iarketing an,l Purchasing Associa-
tions 1947-48, revised August 30, 1949. 
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Our study was not made to determine how much change has 
taken place, but to uncover the relationships as they exist 
today. This is particularly important because of the unique 
manner in which cooperatives are organized and in which they 
do business. Cooperative organization flounders when member 
participation is undermined by indifference. Indifference of 
the members toward their cooperatives appears to be associated 
with their lack of appreciation and understanding of the prin-
ciples upon which cooperatives arc organized and the businesH 
practices upon which their success depends. Sound principles 
of cooperative organization applied to the business problems 
of Iowa farmers in many instances have saved them from 
exploitation and have made their cooperatives the thriving 
business organizations which many of them are today. But 
prosperity stimulated by wartime conditions, and a lack of 
pressure from competitors have induced a laxity of interest in 
the basic organizational differences between cooperatives and 
other types of privately owned businesses. Many of the mem-
bers of cooperatives, as our data will show, indicate that their 
cooperative was jnst another business concern to be dealt with 
as such. Certain competitors of the cooperatives have sensed 
this indifference and have taken steps to exploit it. Here, in 
the indifference of their own members, lies a real present threat 
to the future of coopel'ative business organizations. 
'l'his study was undertaken to determine the degree to which 
cooperative members in Iowa understand and put into practice 
the prineiples of cooperative organization and the successful 
business practices upon which the continued existence of co-
operatives depends. Furthermore, this study seeks to discover 
the relationships between cooperatives and the communities in 
which they are located, to determine whether or not differences 
exist between communities in which there are cooperatives and 
those in which there are none. For instance, if communities 
with cooperatives are economically more stable than those with-
out cooperatives, the qnestion can well be raised whether the 
difference is due to pre-existing economic and cultural factol'H 
which broug'ht about the organization of the cooperative enter-
prise, or whether greater community stability is a result of the 
organization and operation of the cooperative. On the othel' 
hand, if communities in which cooperatives are located are not 
more stable than those without cooperatives we may weU ask 
whether or not cooperatives are different in effect from other 
business enterprises. In other words, is cooperative organiza-
tion merely an alternative means of conducting competitive 
business? 
This bulletin does not attempt to answer these questions 
directly. It presents only the underlying facts regarding farm-
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ers' cooperatives in the rural communities of Iowa, their mem-
ber relations, and the communities in which they are organized. 
SCOPE AND METHOD OF THE STUDY 
This study is a representutive picture of that part of Iowa 
which is served by community centers of less than 5,000 popu-
lation, the farm operators living in such communities and the 
cooperatives they have organized to serve their needs. The 
sample5 included 22 communities, most of which were primarily 
farm service centers. The businesses in these centers were those 
that offered services, more or less complete, to the people of 
the surrounding farm trade territory. Only two centers, Bet-
tendorf and Mt. Pleasant, were industrialized to any marked 
degree. 
Approximately 25 farm operators were selected at random 
in each of these communities and were interviewed on their 
farms. In general the census definition of farm operator was 
followed and applies hereafter wherever the terms "farm oper-
ators" and "farmers" are used. In all 546 farmers were inter-
viewed. Two-hundred and sixty-eight of those interviewed 
belonged to one or more cooperatives,n 278 were not members 
of any cooperatives. 
Twelve of the 22 communities had one or more cooperatives 
in the community center. (See fig. 1.) There were 19 coopera-
tives located in these 12 communities offering 26 services.7 In 
some cases, as in Rock Valley, there were separate cooperatives 
with separate management und membership for each type of 
service offered. In other cases, as in \Vankee, all the services 
were offered by one cooperatiYe. However, the number of co-
operativcs located in these centers does not indicate the full 
extent of the opportunities afforded the people living in these 
communities to belong to cooperatives. ~Iany of these people 
belong to cooperutives outside their community. This is clearly 
indicated by the fact that the 268 cooperative members inter-
viewed belonged to 83 different cooperatives located in 65 
different centers. 
• See Appendix (P. 224) for sampling procedure. 
C Cooperatives as defined in this study are thnt type of business association 
that is organized under Iowa coopernti,·e law which: (1) limits each voting 
member to one vote and no more. (2) requires the distribution of savings 
annually to the credit of each membel' in proportion to the business done 
with the association during the year and (3) limits reserves and interest 
paid on stoek. The study did not include utilit~· cooperativeR or cooperatives 
in which voting membership Was contingent upon belonging to a specific 
organization other than the coopernth'e itself. 
7 Services were divided into six classifications: petroleum, eleVator, machin-








• COMMVNITY CENTERS OF 250~g99 POPUlATION 
• COMMUNITY CENTERS OF 1000- SCOD 
OCOMMUNlf'l' HAvING AT LEAST ONE GOOPERATIIJE IN THEIA CEN'TER 
Fig. 1. Location. size and type (cooperative or noncooperative) of com-
munities in the sample. 
MEMBERS AND NONMEMBERS COMPARED 
The following four sections deal with the opinions and 
actions of Iowa farmers as they relate to cooperatives and co-
operative Jlolicies. Of the 546 farmers interviewed, 268 were 
members of one or more cooperatives and 278 did not belong 
to any cooperative. Is the only difference between these two 
groups, the members and nonmembers, the fact they do or do n()f 
belong to cooperatives 1 Or, are there other differences? In this 
section members and nonmembers are compared on the basif' 
of selected characteristics. 
SIGNIFICANT" DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEMBERS 
AND NONMEMBERS 
"\Vhen the ages of members and nonmemhers were compared, 
more members were found to be middle-aged while more nOll-
members were young or very old. In years farmed the members 
again made up the middle group while nonmembers had mon' 
often farmed either a short time or a long time. Though there 
• Test" of significance here as elsewhere in this bulletin are Illade on the 
basis of the simple Chi square. "Highly significant"' refers to significance 
at the 1 percent level, "significant" refcrs to significance at the 5 percent 
level. 
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TABLE 1. SIGNIFICANT DTFFERENCES BETWEEN MEMBERS AND NON·-
MEMBERS WHEN COMPARED ON SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS.* 
Chara.teristic 
Age 




Sorio-eronomic B to. tus 
Formal organization 
membership and offices 
Cooperation in small 
ventures 
More members 
Were 30 to 64 
Had farmed 6 to 20 years 
Were gcneral type 
Were fnrming 100 to 
500 acres 
More nonmembe .. 
Were 20 to 29 and 65 and 
over 
Hnd farmed 5 years or Ir$. 
or more than 20 years 
Were raflh grain, dairy and 
poultry and miscellaneous 
type fnrmer. 
Were farming 10 to 99 RcreS 
and 500 "OteS and over 
Were Continental European Were British Isle., mixed" 
and American 
Had hIgher sodo-eronomic Had lower socio·economic 
.tatus statU!! 
Belonged to formal Did not belong to formal 
organizations or~a.nizations 
Cooperated in small Did not cooperate in sman 
("oopcrntive ventures cooperative ventures 
*8 ... tables 1 to 8 in the appendix fa,. a .tatistiral hreakdown of the data used in this table. 
were only a few Iowa farmers that classified themselves as 
cash grain, dairy and poultry or miscellaneous type farmers, 
three-fourths of these groups were nonmembers. Members, on 
the average, had larger farms than nonmembers. ~Iore members 
had a continental European nationality background. More non-
members were from the British Isles or designated themselves 
as "mixed" or American. 
The Sewell short-form Soeio-economie Status ScaleD was 
used as a measure of the social and economic status of those 
interviewed. On the average, members possessed a higher socio-
economic status than did nonmembers. Again nonmembers 
made up the extremes. They were more often found in tIle two 
low score groups and in the vcry high group. 
Ninety-six percent of the members and 88 percent of the 
nonmembers belonged to one or more organizations. :Members 
on the average belonged to 2.0210 organizations and non-
members to 1.78 organizations. ~Iore members belonged to 
church and farm organizations, while more nonmembers be-
longed to clubs of' various kinds. 
Members not only belonged to formally organized coopera-
tives more than did nonmembers but also cooperated more in 
• Sewell. \VilIiam H. A short form of the farm family socia-economic status 
scale. Rural Sociology. 8 :161-170. 1943. 
to l\Iembershlps in cooperatives were not included In this tabUlation. 
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small neighborhood and community ventures such as work 
exchange, coopcrativc use of machinery and joint use of breed-
ing stock. 
SIMILARITIES BE'TWEEN MEMBERS AND NONMEMBERS 
-When compared on thc basis of formal education level, length 
of tcnurc and tenure statUf;-owner, part owner or tenant-
there were no significant diffcrences between members anti 
nonmembers. 
l\fEMBER UNDERSTANDING AND PARTICIPATION IN 
COOPERA TIYE,S 
By the very nature of their organization cooperatives are 
depcndent for lasting success upon a membcrship that: (1:1 
understands cooperatives, (2) participatcs in their activitics 
and (3) patronizes them. How do the actions and opinions of 
the majority of coopcrativc members measure up to these three 
criteria? 
There is a generally accepted botly of cooperative principles 
and operating' practices. These principles and practices hayc 
through the )Tears formed the basis upon which most coopera-
tives haye bcen foundcd and run. Some of these principles and 
practices scrve to diffcrentiate the cooperativc typc of busincss 
from ot11('r forms of private cnterprise; othcrs may be just 
sound business operation procedures. These principles and 
practiccs are thc basis for many cooperatives' policies. Do thp 
members understand thcm? 
The one-man, one-votc principlc of' democratic control has 
lJecn written into thc Iowa cooperativc law. True democratic 
control requires not only a well-informed membership but one 
which is given an opportunity to deliberate and express its 
convictions and that takes advantage of those opportunities. Do 
individual members feel they have a real" say" in the running-
of their coopcratives? Do they participate in the dctermination 
of policies and activities of their cooperatives ¥ 
Theoretically, most cooperatives are formed on the basis of 
voluntary mutual agreement of sovercign units which federate 
to conduct certain phases of their business entcrprise. 'l'here 
is within this framework an implicit if not cxplicit obligation 
for members to help finance cooperatives, participate in thcir 
activities and patronizc the cooperatives thus formed. In prac-
tice, do the people who form cooperativcs, or those who become 
members, feel that by so doing thcy arc assuming certain 
responsibilities 1 . 
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'rhe first part of this section deals with the question of how 
and why Iowa farmers became members of cooperatives, thus 
getting at some of the background and possible explanation of 
some of the members' understanding and opinions about co-
operatives. The second part of the section deals with the 
member's understanding of some of the generally accepted 
principles and practices of cooperatives. The third part of this 
section attempts to get at the member's own interpretation of 
his responsibilities to his cooperative and the last part deals 
with the member's sources and needs, as he sees them, for 
cooperative information. 
COOPERATIVE BACKGROUND OF'MEMBERS 
PRIMARY GROUPS AFFOHDED MOST FREQUENT FIRST CONTACT WITH 
COOPERATIVES 
Nearly half of the members of farmers' cooperatives in lown 
first learned about cooperatives in their local primary group 
contacts-through the family, relatives and neighbors. A third 
of them learned from the cooperative itself, or someone closely 
associated with it. The remaining first contacts were with the 
extension office, schools, cooperative literature, farm papers and 
magazines, farm' organizations, and newspapers and radio. 
MEMBERS JOINED TO S.\VE MONEY OR FOR CONVENIENCE 
There were two main reasons why farmers joined coopera· 
tives, Almost 40 percent thought of joining the cooperative in 
terms of saving money for thel}lselves and their families. Nearly 
30 percent indicated that they became members because of con-
venience, The cooperative was the most convenient source 01' 
outlet for their goods or commodities at the time they joined. 
l'he fact that relatives, friends and neighbors blonged to co-
operatives prompted 8 percent to join a cooperative, The same 
percent became members to help the organization and/or their 
community. Automatic membership accounted for 7 percent of 
the membcrs.u Another 7 percent became members because they 
liked the cooperative way of doing business. 
ON THE AVERAGE l\lElUBERS BELONGED TO ALMOST TWO COOPERATIVES 
The 268 members interviewed held 497 memberships in co-
operatives of various kinds, almost two memberships per house-
hold interviewed. They belonged to 83 different cooperatives in 
11 Automatic membership occurred In one of two ways--by trading at the local 
cooperative as a nonmember and accumulating enough savings on the books 
of the cooperative to pay thc membership fee or by having shares of stock 
In a farmers' stock company that changed to a cooperative with an auto-
matic transfer of some stock In the form of a membership. 
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(i5 different communities. More members belonged to two or mortl 
cooperatives than belonged to only one. The greatest number of 
members, 42 percent, belonged to one cooperative, but almost 
as many, 39 percent, belonged to two cooperatives. Thirteen 
percent belonged to three cooperatives, and 6 percent belonged 
to four or more. In most cases belonging to more than one coopera-
tive represented membership in different types of cooperatives-
elevator, creamery, petroleum, lumber, machinery or general. 
Only 8 percent held memberships in more than one cooperative 
which offered the same type of service. 
ON THE AVERAGE, MEMBERS HAD BELONGED TO COOPERATIVES FOR 
8.5 YEARS 
The average cooperative 
operative for 8.5 years. 
Length of membership 80 
ranged' from less than 
1 to more than 50 
years. However, the 60 
rather h i g h average 
was not totally indica- ... 
tive of the newness of ~ 
member had belonged to his co-
39 b - 40 ~~t~;~~~1f ";, II 
members had belonged OL..tL~E~SS~..fEI_~5L-~6_~IO:l-~~--l:~!;::-~2~1 
32 
9 
only 1 year than for THAN YEARS YEARS ~'lW~ 
any other number of Y~AR 
years. F i v e -percent 
had belonged to their 
cooperative for I e s :4 
than 1 year. 
YEARS A MEMBER 
Fig. 2. The number of years members had 
belonged to the oldest cooperative of which 
they were still a member. 
MEMBER UNDERSTANDING OF SOME COOPERATIVE 
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES 
The number of cooperatives to which a member belongs or 
the number of years he has been a member arc not necessarily 
reliable measures of the actual understanding and participation 
of that member in the total business of cooperation. 
Down through the years there have emerged certain so-called 
principles that have come to be regarded as being consistent 
with the purposes of cooperatives and certain business practices 
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that have contributed to the commercial success of cooperatives.12 
'l'hese principles and practices usually include: goods should be 
sold at the prevailing market prices-no cutting of prices; eo-
operative savings should be distributed in proportion to thp. 
amount of patronage; interest on capital should be restricted to 
a moderate fixed rate j membership should be open to all mell 
and women regardless of party or creed; each member should 
have one vote and no more; and all business should be transacted 
on a cash basis. . 
Questions were asked of the farmer members to get at thcir 
general understanding of these principles and practices as they 
relate to cooperative business. It was pointed out to those inter-
viewed that these questions involved "principles usually asso-
ciated with the operation of cooperatives." 
LESS THAN·A THIRD '£HOUGHT COOPERATIVES SHOULD SELL BELOW 
MARKET PRICE 
The question was asked, "Do you t.hink t.hat cooperatives 
should sell their products at prices lower than those of their 
competitors so as to make a direct saving for the patrons?" 
Thirty percent thought cooperatives should sell below competi-
tors' prices and makc the direct savings to the patron. However, 
66 percent stated that cooperatives should 110t sell below the 
prevailing market price. Four percent gave "don't. know" 
answers. 
MORE THAN FOUR-FIFTHS SAlD SAVINGS SHOULD BE RETURNED IN 
PROPOR'£ION TO PATRONAGE 
The t.wo principles of distributing savings in proportion tu 
the amount of patronage and restricting interest on capital to 
a moderate fixed rate were approached through one question. The 
question was asked, "Should cooperative 'savings' be returncd 
to patrons in the form of refunds on the basis of the amount of 
their purchases or to members as increused interest. on their 
capital?" Eighty-three percent stated that savings should be 
refunded to patrons on the basis of the amount. of their pat-
ronage. Only 8 percent thought savings should be returned as 
increased interest. on capital. Three percent t.hought the patron 
purchaser should get part of the savings and the capital investor 
l' Though these principles and practices usually appear In the popular litera-
ture about cooperatives, their inclusion here Is not meant to Imply that 
they are the only or even the most important principles and practices of 
cooperation. As wl\l be seen, many other facets of cooperation are also 
explored in this bulletin. 
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should get some increased interest. Six percent gave "don'1 
know" answers.13 
HAI,F THOUGHT MEMBERSHIP IN FARMER COOPERA'l'IVES SHOULD 
BE RESTRICTED 
The cooperative principle relating to open membership in 
a cooperative regardless of party or creed was approached 
through the question, "Should membership in a cooperative be 
restricted ~" No one thought that membership should be restrict· 
ed because of party or creed. However, 49 percent of the farmer 
cooperative members set up other criteria upon which they would 
restrict membership. This 49 percent stated that nonfarmers, 
nonproducers and businessmen should not be allowed to join 
farmer cooperatives. About two-thirds of those who set up eligi-
bility standards for farmer cooperatives would limit eligibility 
to farmer producers. The other third setting up eligibility stan-
dards would limit eligibility in terms of insisting that. farmers 
should shuw a willingness to cooperate before they could become 
members. 
OVER FOUR-FIFTHS STA'l'ED VOTING SHOULD BE 
ONE MEMBER-ONE VOTE 
The principle of each member having one vote and no more 
was approached by asking the members, "Who should have 
the right to vote in a cooperative?" The following alternative 
methods of control were gjven: all patrons; each member one 
vote; one vote for each share of stock; one vote to each member 
who patronizes; and voting on the basis of patronage-the more 
patronnge the more votes. Eighty-two percent were for one mem-
Ler-one vote.14 Four percent thought only members who patron-
ized should be allowed to vote and they should be limited to 011(' 
vote each. Another 4 percent thought voting should be on the 
hasis of the amonnt of patronage. Two percent thought all 
patrons should be allowed to vote, and 6 percent thought voting' 
should be on the basis of one vote per share of stock held. 
ALMOST HALF OF 'rHE l\lEMBERS S.\1D COOPER.\TIVES SHOULD 
EXTEND CREDIT 
·When asked the question "Should a cooperative extend credit 
to its members?" 46 percent of' the members said "yes." Half 
"A corollary question ,,-as asked, "If a loss results because of selling at too 
low a priCE; should the stockholders bear the loss or shOUld It be made up 
on the basis of patronage?" Sixty-three percent were consistent in sayin~ 
that the loss should be made up on the basis of patronage. Twenty-two 
percent thought the stockholders should stand the loss, and 9 perce:lt 
thought the stockholders and the patron should help maIm up the loss. 
Six percent gave "don't know" answers. 
14 Eighty-seven percent stated that all cooperative members should vote on 
all Important questions of policy. 
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of the members stated that their cooperatives should not extend 
credit to the members and 4 percent gave" don't know" answers. 
MEMBER RESPONSIBILITY TO THE COOPERATIVE 
As is true in joining any member organization there are 
usually certain obligations and responsibilities that go along 
with membership in the organization. These responsibilities are 
implied in the cooperative principles and praetices listed below. 
However, the main emphasis in this section is placed on the farm 
member's definition of his responsibilities, if any, to his coopcra-
tive and determining whether or not he lived up to the respon-
sibilities stated by him. 
ALMOST 70 PERCENT FELT A RESPONSIBILITY TO COOPERATIVE 
Almost 70 percent of the cooperative members felt some 
responsibility toward their cooperative. Twenty-nine percent 
stated thcy had no responsibility to their cooperative. The great-
est number of members thought of responsibility in terms of "to 
patronize and support" their cooperative. Almost 55 percent 
spoke of their responsibility in these terms. Voting and attend-
ing meetings may have been implied by many members in their 
answer of "supporting" above. However, "voting and attending' 
meetings" was mentioned specifically by only 6 percent. 
Eight percent of the members felt their responsibility was 
to give the cooperative the first chance to serve them. Usually 
implied in these answers was that if the cooperutive offered the 
goods, services or murket and its priee compared favorably with 
the competitors, then the cooperative should be patronized. How-
ever, if the members first checked the price at the cooperative 
and it did not compare favorably with that of a competitor, the 
transaction could be made with the competitor and the member 
had lived up to his responsibility to his cooperative. 
MEMBERS DO NOT ALWAYS LIVE UP TO THEIR ST.\TED RESPONSIBILITY 
Those who stated their responsibilities did not ulways live up 
to them. Eighty percent of those who gave "patronize and sup-
port" as their responsibility lived up to that responsibility, 
while only 65 percent of those who gave "vote· and attend meet-
ings" as their responsibility lived up to it. All of those who 
looked at responsibilities in terms of "giving the cooperative 
the first chance" lived up to that responsibility. 
'I'WENTY-NINE PERCEN'r }'I~LT NO RESPONSIBILITY '1'0 COOPER.ATIVE 
Twenty-nine percent felt they hud no responsibility to the 
cooperatives to which they belonged. In the main, these members 
fell into two groups. First, were those who lived in a community 
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where the cooperative was the only convenient source of outlet 
for goods. In most cases these members were satisfied with the 
cooperative. However, they still did not feel a responsibility 
toward the cooperative since convenience dictated their joining 
this cooperative-they did not really have a choice in the matter. 
Since there was little or no alternative action to their joining 
the cooperative, they felt no obligation toward the cooperative. 
Second, were those to whom the cooperative was just one of 
several alternative sources or outlets for goods. Becoming fI 
member, in their minds, gave them an additional marketing 01' 
buying channel, but there were no responsibilities attached to 
that membership. 
MOST MEMBERS DO NOT TRY '1'0 GET NEW MEMBERS TO JOIN 
In "supporting" their cooperative some members mentioned 
their responsibility was to "talk up" or "boost" their coopera-
tive. About 50 percent of the members talked with their neigh-
bors about their cooperative or cooperatives in general. Slightly 
more than 40 percent of the members interviewed indicated all 
of their neighbors bclonged to cooperatives. Of those who indi-
cated that only "some" or "none" of their neighbors belonged 
to cooperatives, only ]5 percent tried to get their ncighbors to 
join. This indicates that in areas where not all neighbors belong 
to cooperatives therc is little tendency for members to try to 
get their neighbors to join. 
"MORAL" OBLIGATION TO PATRONIZE 100 'PERCENT WAS FELT BY 
40 PERCENT 
It is of interest to note what the members thought was theil' 
responsibility in principle in regard to patronizing their co-
opera tive, The question was asked, "Do you consider it a 'moral' 
obligation to patronize your cooperative 100 percent, fairly con-
sistently, or do you have no obligation at all Y" In principle, 
40 percent of the members felt a member had a "moral" obli-
gation to patronize 100 percent. There were 34 percent that 
thought the obligation was to patronize fairly consistently. No 
obligation at all was the answer given by 26 percent. 
MORE THAN 40 PERCENT SPLIT BUSINESS WITH COMPETITORS 
At a later point in thc schedule a more direct approach was 
taken to get at the opinion of members toward the responsibility 
of patronizing, The question was asked, "Is a member ever 
justified in not patronizing his local cooperative?" Almost half 
stated that a member was never justified in not patronizing his 
cooperative for the goods and services offered there. However, 
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5G percent thought that there was justification in trading at 
placcs other than the cooperative. Various extenuating circum-
stances were given in justification of this action. Slightly more 
than 60 percent of this group stated that if competitors offered 
better prices to them they would be justified in taking- theil' 
bnsiness to the competitor. In this context, the responsibility tn 
the cooperative existed only so long as the prices offered them 
by the cooperative were as good or better than those of the 
competitor. Failure of the cooperative to give a member what 
was termed" a square deal" was a reasonable justification for 
approximately 12 percent not to patronize the cooperative. The 
remaining justifications given were: poor management of the 
cooperative, better quality goods elsewhere, better services else-
where, more convenient elsewhere and perRonallikes and dis1ikes. 
In actual practice more than half of the members stated that 
they did not split their business with competitors. However, 41 
percent did split at least a small portion of their business with 
firms \\'ho eompeted with the cooperatives to which they belonged. 
Seventy-two percent of the members did nine-tenths or more of 
their business with their cooperatives. Almost 90 percent did 
three-fifths or more of' their bURiuess with the eoopel'atives to 
which they belong·ed. 
The two main reasons for actually splitting bnsiness, account-
ing for more than 50 percent of the reasons given, were that 
under certain conditions it was more convenient to deal with 
the competitors (31 percent), and in some cases" brand name" 
buying took members to competitors (21 percent). Other reason" 
were personal dislike of cooperative personnel, having relatives 
or friends in business, better prices and services elsewhere, and 
to help make a more competitive market. 
'I'hose living in the larger communities split their business 
signifiealltl~' more than did those living in the Rmaller communi-
ties. 
PORTY PEl{CICN'!, Olt' lIfElIWERS PF:l!l' 'l'HEY HAD" NO SAY" IN 
RUNNING '!'HF: COOPERA'l'J\'F. 
Democratic control has long been regarded as a basic prin-
ciple of cooperation. 'I'his has usually meant one man-one vote. 
However, all members did not feci that they had a real "sa:v" 
in the e011trol of their cooperatives. :Members were asked, "Do 
yon believe yon have a 'say' or 'no say' in running yOUl' 
cooperative? V{hy?" The answer of 39 percent of those inter-
viewed, was that they had "no say." And half of this group 
apparently were not interested in having a "say" in running 
their cooperatives. ~When asked for reasons why they felt they 
had no say most of this group gave answers snch as: they had 
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no say and didn't want any say, they never attended any of the 
meetings, or they just didn't think about the running of the 
cooperative-they just sold and bought there regardless of who 
ran it. 
According to 28 percent of the members who felt they had 
no say, the board of directors 01' a small group of farmers ran 
the cooperative and a large part of the membership had no real 
say. This group, in the main, did not think of the board as being 
elected by them and acting as their representatives. A few mem· 
bel's thought the manager ran and controlled the cooperative, 
leaving little control with the rank and file members. 
The 61 percent that did feel they had a definite say in the 
running of their cooperatives gave various reasons for thinking 
so. More than two·thirds of this group said they could express 
their say by voting and attending meetings, voting for those 
members of the board of directors that they thought would best 
represent them, and voting on policies and issues brought before 
the general membership at the annual and other meetings held. 
About one·fourth felt that they could express their say by going 
to the board of directors or the manager of the cooperative and 
expressing their views. 
MORE THAN 40 PERCENT HAD NEVER ATTENDED AN ANNUAL MEETING 
Though in some cases special policy meetings and educational 
meetings are held during the ycar, often the major attempt to 
gain member participation in elections, policy and educational 
programs is made at the annual business meetings. Members 
were asked how often they attended annual business meetings of 
their cooperatives. Categories of "whenever held," "usually," 
"occasionally" and "never" were offered as alternative an· 
swers. The largest percentage of the answers grouped them· 
selves around "occasionally" and "never" attending annual 
business meetings. Almost 43 percent stated that they had never 
attended an annual meeting. Another 22 percent attended busi· 
ness meetings only occasionally. Those who usually attended 
meetings made up 9 percent. And 26 percent stated that they 
attended annual business meetings whenever they were held. 
If the cooperative relies heavily upon the annual meeting for 
its major policy and educational contact with the membership 
a relatively small segment of the membership is being reached. 
No more than 35 percent of the membership (that is, those who 
attended whenever meetings were held plus those who usually 
attended) eould be expected to be in attendance. . 
LESS THAN ONE·THIRD KNEW AUJ THEIR DIRECTORS 
Theoretically cooperatives are democratically controlled or-
ganizations. As in most democracies, powers and authorities are 
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delegated to certain representative bodies. In actual practice 
the elected board of directors in the cooperative becomes the 
representative body of the general cooperative membership. In 
the case of cooperative members 28 percent knew all of the 
members of the board of directors of their own cooperatives. 
There were 16 percent who knew from three-fourths to prac-
tically all of their board members and 9 percent who knew from 
half to three-fourths of them. Slightly more than 50 percent of 
the members knew half or more of their board members. How-
ever, 23 pcreent knew only from one-fourth to a half of their 
board members and 22 percent knew less than one-fourth, in-
cluding none, of the present board of directors of their loeal 
cooperatives. 
THE COOPERATIVE MEMBER AND WHOLESALE COOPERATIVES 
Up to this point most of the data have related to under-
standing of the specific local cooperatives. Most local coopera-
tives now, however, have affiliation with some type of wholesale 
cooperative. This affiliation may be with a grain dealers' associa-
tion, a petroleum, butter marketing, feed mixing, lumber, or a 
general wholesale cooperative. 
SIXTY PERCENT KNEW THERE WERE WHOLESALE COOPERATIVES 
About 60 percent of the local membership were aware that 
there were wholesale cooperatives. In answer to a specific ques-
tion 43 percent of all the members thought that wholesale co-
operatives reduced the influence of monopoly in the general 
field of business in which their cooperatives were engaged. Forty 
percent had no positive opinion on this point. And 16 percent 
stated that wholesale cooperatives had no influence on monopoly. 
Twelve percent thought that wholesale cooperatives themselves 
might be a form of monopoly. Half of those interviewed had no 
positive opinion on this point and 37 pereent stated definitely 
that wholesale eooperatiyes were not a form of monopoly. 
COOPERATIVE INFORMATION: SOURCES AND NEEDS 
LITERATURE DIR.ECTLY }o'ROM COOPERATIVES PROVIDED MEMBERS WITH 
THE loIQST FREQUENT SOURCE OF CURRENT COOPERATIVE 
INFOIu\IATION 
Most of the cooperatives contacted were making some attempt 
to keep their memberships informed. Attempts ,vere being made 
to improve understanding and partieipation. There were many 
and greatly varying programs set up to aeeomplish this import-
ant phase of organizational activity. The question may be raised 
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as to where, in tho member's mind, does he feel that he gEts his 
current information about cooperatives. 'l'wenty percent answer·· 
cd that they received no current cooperative information. The 
l'em~inillg 80 percent listed a total of 382 duplicated source,s 
from which they received current information. By far the 
largest percent of the group mentioning current sources, listed 
cooperative literature from wholesale and local cooperatives as 
their main source. The next highest percent listed newspapers 
as their main souree. Parm journals and papers. ranked very 
close to the newspapers. The pen;onal contact method of obtaining 
information came into the ranking at this point. Most important 
in this group were the manager, the board of directors Hnd in 
Home cascs cooperative delivery men (in fecd and petroleum 
cooperatives), pick-Up men (creameries) and in a very few 
cases cooperative field men. Neighbors, annual meetings and 
farm organizations, totaling 16 percent, made up the remaining 
sonrces. 
l\lORE THAN HAI;F OF THE MElHBEHS WANTED MORE COOPERATIVE 
INFORMATION 
As a general rule, do the members feel the information theJ' 
do receive is adequate, 01' do they wish more? In partial answer 
to that qnestion, 56 percent of all members stated they would 
like to receive more information about the local cooperatives to 
which they belong. Porty pereent stated they wished 110 more 
ill formation than that which they 110W received, which in Rome 
cases was none. Those who wished no additional information 
often stated that they could ask the manager or board if they 
wanted additional information, or that if they made better 11sn 
of all the available information they would have all the infor-
mation regarding cooperatives that they needed. 
A higher percentage of mcmbers, 69 percent, desired addi-
tional information relating to cooperatives in general, mainly 
wholesale cooperatives and foreign cooperatives. There were 28 
percent who statcd they wished 110 additional information about 
cooperatives in general. "Don't know" and "other" answers 
were given by 3 percent. 
l\lORE THAN FOUR-r.'H'THS WERE WILLING ']'0 FINANCULLY SUPPORT 
AN EDUCA'l'ION.\L PROGRAM 
Not only did the majority of members want additional infoI" 
mation about their local and wholcsale eooperatives, but ther 
seemed to be willing to pay for it. Eighty-two percent stated 
that they were willing to give up part of their refund to carry 
on an educational program for cooperatives. Fourteen percent 
would not support an educational program in this manuel'. Four 
percent gave" don't know" answers. 
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MEMBER SATISF AC'('JON WITII COOPERATIVES 
The majority of members were satisfied with their coopera-
tives. However, it should be noted that satisfaction means dif-
ferent thingR to different people. To some, economic savings is 
equivalent to satisfaction. To others, satisfaction may. arise 
from having a say in running' one's own cooperative business. 
']'0 yet others, the quality of goods and services may be the 
greatest satisfaction. For instance, a member may 110t have a 
good understanding of his cooperative and its principles, he 
may 110t participate in its management or policy decisions, but 
he can still be well satisfied with his cooperative. In fact, it wm; 
Hated in the previcus scction that almost 40 pcrcent of thc 
members felt they had no ~ay in running their cooperative and 
half of that group indicated that they were not interested in 
having a sa~' in how their cooperative was run. Yet, the majorit~y 
of those not interested in having a say were l->atisfied with theil' 
cooperatives. 
Just how :mtisfied are cooperative members with the coopera-
tives to which they belong? Though complete analysis was not 
made of all phascs of satisfaction, the general areas of bcncfits, 
savings, priccs, services, efficicncy of operation, qnality of' goods 
and general criticil->ms were examined, 
SA'l'ISI<'ACTION THROUGH GENERAL BENEFITS 
ECONOMIC 8.\VINGR GREATES'1' BE="EFI'1' HECEIVED BY :i\lKMBEHS 
The greatest number of members joined a cooperative to f'avc 
money. In the main, aCl'ording to the members, the cooperatives 
have done that for them as indicated in table 2. 
DOING BUSINESS WI'I'H OWN CO::lIPANY HANKEl> HIGH ,\8 A llENEFI'l' 
l\lembers wore asked for not only the greatest benefit rcceiv'cd 
from thcir cooperative but for other benefits as well. Almost 8.,1, 
pcrcent mcntioned "economic savings" as one of the benefits 
they received. The benefit from the injection of competition into 
the market by the cooperative was mentioncd by more than 42 
percent of the members.1" Though only 8 percent. mentioned 
,. These data \\'ere replies to "open end" questions in which members had to 
phrase the answers. However. when members were asked directly, "'VonId 
coli1petitors' prices be as good if coopcrath'cs werc not there?" a. higher per-
centag-e mentioned the eompetith'e influence. Sevent)'-eig-ht percent of the 
members thought that competitors' prices would not be as good if the 
cooperative wcre not in tllt! market. Nine percent thoug-ht the presence of 
the cooperative in the m~rket had no effect on competitive priccs. "Don't 
Imow" answers were given b)' 13 percent. Sixty-nine percent thought COm-
peti tors' services were improved by the presence of cooperatives in the 
market. Ten percent thought the cooperat!\'e had no effect on the quality 
of services, A rather high percent, 21, gave "don't know" answers to this 
question indicating the difficulty In attempting to judge any effect the 
cooperatives may have had. 
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TABLE 2. BENEFITS COOPERATIVE MEMBERS SAID THBY RECEIVED 
FROM MEMBERSHIP IN COOPERATIVES. 
Gren test benefit All benefits 
Number of Per(,f'nt of Number of Percent tf all 
members who members who members who members who 
Benefits mentioned mentioned m('ntioned mentioned 
specific ~pe('ifi~ specific ~pecific 
benefit as bent'fit as benefit as benefit as 
greatest greate.t a benefit a benefit 
benefit benefit 
-
Totals 2GS 100.0 52,[ 
-
Econonlic 8t\.yings 188 70 225 84 
Doing bm~incss with own company 20 7 108 40 
Cooperative makos competitive 
market 1!1 7 113 42 
Convenience of trade 10 4 20 8 
Good service 10 4 18 7 
Promotes use of eooperntivc ideals 8 3 35 13 
No benefit 8 3 
Don't know 2 1 
Ot.hc," 3 1 ii 2 
doing business with their own company as the most important 
benefit, 40 percent mentioned it as one of the benefits received 
from their cooperative. The members felt they had a say in how 
the business was run, that it was run for the benefit of the 
farmer, that they were more sure of a square deal and that the 
savings stayed in the community. Promotion of the use of co-
operative ideals, convenience of trade, and good service make up 
the remaining benefits mentioned by members. 
SATISFACTION WITH SAVINGS, SERVICES AND GOODS 
MOST l\1E::IIBERS WERE SA TISFlED WITH SAVINGS 
'l'here was a general feeling of satisfaction among cooperative 
members regarding the savings made for them by their coopera-
tives. Members overwhelmingly, that is 92 percent of them, felt 
that the cooperative to which they belonged really saved them 
money. Only 5 percent did not think the cooperatives saved them 
money and 3 percent did not know if. they rcceived any savings. 
Not only did 92 percent feel that the cooperative saved them 
money, but 91 percent of that group were satisfied with the sav-
ings made. for them by the cooperative. Seven percent were not 
satisfied with their savings and 2 percent gave "don't know" 
answers. 
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SIXTY PERCENT SAID COOPERATIVES PAY BETTER PRICES 
In principle, cooperatives when buying and selling, attempt 
to stay in linc with the general market price. However, it has 
been seen in practice that if the cooperative wishes to maintain 
its membership16 its prices must be equal to or better than the 
accepted market price. The large majority of members felt that 
the cooperatives offered them as good or better prices than they 
could get elsewhere. 
The question ac-
tually asked was, 
"Do you think the 
prices asked for or 
paid at your co-
operative are the 
sam e, higher, or ... 
lower than at com- .. 
peting concerns Y" 
The r e were 229 
members who be-
longed to market-
in g cooperatives, 
sometimes call e d 
producer coopera-
tives, where prod-
ucts were b e i n g 
bought from the 
_ PRICES PAID BY COOPERATIVES 
I£mI PRiCES ASKED 8' COOPERATIVES 
IF REFUND 
IS INCLUDED 









Fig. 3. Member opinion of how prices asked 
and paid by cooperatives compared with prices 
of competitors. 
farmer. Of this group, 36 percent felt that their cooperatives 
were paying about the same price as were competitors. (See 
fig. 3.) Almost as many, 34 percent, thought the cooperative 
paid a higher price than others. Another 25 percent stated that 
their cooperative paid about the general market price (same) 
but that the return of a patronage refund in reality made the 
final price received higher. Two percent thought that the co-
operative paid a higher price than competing concerns and that 
the refund was an additional income beyond the higher price 
offered. One percent thought the price offered by the coopera-
tive was lower than that of competing concerns, but that the 
patronage refund made up the difference which actually made 
the end price received the same as that paid by the competitors. 
Two percent thought cooperatives offered lower prices. Actually 
then, when the patronage refund is taken into consideration, 
61 percent said trading at the cooperative gave them a price 
advantage, 2 percent said it gave them a price disadvantage and 
,. See page 193 for conditions under which member said he was justified in 
not patronizing his cooperative. One ot the foremost justifications was 
better prices elsewhere. 
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37 pereent said the prices paid by the cooperative were the same 
us those paid by competitors . 
• \I.MOST 70 PImCJ<:NT ~.\lD PRICES ASKED BY COOPERATIVES 
WEllE LOWER TH.\N COMPETI'fORS' PRICES 
There were 172 members who belonged to farm supply pur-
chasing eooperatiyes-those cooperatives that purchase supplies 
for members. According to this group a favorable price relation-
ship also existed in this type of cooperative. Twenty-four per-
cent of this group felt that the prices askcd by their coopera-
tives were lower than the priees asked by competitors. (Sr.e 
fig. 3.) '1.'here were 42 percent who thought the price asked by 
the cooperative was about the same, but that the patronage 
J'cfund gave an advantageous final price to the cooperative mem-
1)('1'. Three percent said that the asked priee was lower and thai 
the patronage refund gave even more price advantage. In all, 
fi!) percent thought trading at the cooperative gave them a pric~ 
udvantage. Another 2!) percent thought the asked price was the 
same at. both the cooperative and the competitor's. Here, as in 
producer cooperatives, 98 percent of the members felt that the 
cooperatives offered prices that were the same or advantageous 
to their members. Only 2 percent thought buying from their 
cooperative gave them a price disadvantage. 
COOPERATIVES COMPARED FAVORABLY ON EFFICIENCY 
Though it is probably rather difficult for the average coopera-
tive member, or any layman, to judge the relative efficiency of 
his cooperative compared with other cooperatives or noncoopera-
tives, more than 80 percent. of those interviewed had definite 
ideas on that question. Half of the members thought that 
the costs of operation in their local cooperatives were prob-
ably about the same as those of other cooperatives of similar 
type. Twenty-two percent thought operating costs in their co-
operatives were lowcr than other similar cooperatives, and 7 
percent thought they were higher. Twenty percent did 110t feel 
well enough informed or qualified to judge these relative effi-
ciencies. 
When members comparcd the operating cost of their cooperu-
th'es with noncoopcratiyes of similar types, 48 per~ent thought 
the costs of the two were probably the same. Almost 30 percent 
thought the operating costs of their cooperativcs were lower than 
those of noncooperatives, and 8 percent thought the cooperatives' 
operating costs were higher. Fifteen percent gave" don't know" 
answers to this question. 
When members compared their cooperatives with other co-
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operatives and with noncooperative enterprises of similar types, 
three-fourths of them were satisfied that their cooperative was 
operating as efficiently as were other similar businesses. Less than 
10 percent were positive that the cooperative operating costs 
compared unafvorably with similar cooperatives and noncoopera-
tive concerns. 
Basically the same pattern of member response was obtained 
in regard to the efficiency of the cooperative manager when com-
pared with the managers of noncooperative businesses. More than 
three-fourths of the members thought that their managers were 
equally as efficient as the managers of other similar noneoopera-
tive businesses. Eleven percent of the members thought the co-
operative manager was less efficient. Another 11 percent felt 
they were not well enough qualified to judge the relative effi-
ciencies of the different managers. 
" co-op" GOODS RATED AS GOOD AS MOST " NAME BRANDS" 
There was general satisfaction 011 the part of the members 
regarding the quality of cooperatively-produced or distributed 
merchandise. An attempt was made to obtain opinions on mer-
chandise that was distributed under some "cooperative" trade 
mark or name, or merchandise that members knew was produced 
and distributed by their cooperative. Many cooperatives dis-
tribute "name brands" through their outlets and that type of 
merchandise was excluded from this question. 
More than half of the members thought cooperative merchan-
dise was as good as "name brands." About one-fourth thought 
cooperative merchandise was better than "name brands." Only 
5 percent thought cooperative merchandise was poorer. Another 
5 percent stated that some products were as good or better and 
others were poorer, giving a "mixed" answer. 
CRITICISMS OF COOPERATIVES 
All of the above data, relating to satisfaction of the members, 
was gathered in answer to specific questions with alternative 
answers being offered in most cases. Another approach to probe 
member satisfaction with their cooperative is, of course, to ask 
an "open end" question, such as, "Do you have any criticisms 
of your cooperative?" If an affirmative answer was obtained the 
members were asked to elaborate on their answers and these 
answers were categorized as indicated in table 3. 
ONE-THIRD HAD CRITICISMS OF THEIR COOPERATIVES 
About onc-third of the members offered criticisms of their 
cooperatives. About one-half of these criticisms related to man-
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Total. 104 104 100.0 
---- -
1. l\lllnav;elll~nl policy. manager and pf'Tl-lonnd 53 .51.0 
a. Poor nnd Inefficient management 13 
h. Personnel is cnrelt~Fisl nbrupt, not courtemlR or friendly !l 
<'. Favoritism shown to u'rtain members, u::.ually large 
farmers or board m£'mbpfs 5 
d. Board of dirertors too lang in office, don't know 
bu~inc~s 5 
e. Not soti.fied with mi'k tests 5 
f. Pay employees too high wages 3 
g. Pf'rsonneI not progressive enollglJ in ~aloR methods 3 
h. OthcTA in<'1uding regulations on clellnhness in 
ereameries, payment policies, undesirable 
employees from commullity point of view 10 
2. Size of cooperative 20 19.2 
a. 'V here f'oopcrativc is only outlet, memb£'TR feel it 
would he better to have competition in markC't 7 
h. Cooperativu mal} get too large and make it diffirult 
for local independents to operate sllcref"sfuJly 5 
". Cooperatives are t.oo large territorially. lOBe pe.r:"onal to\lch 3 
d. Cooperatives are too 8mull 3 
c. CooperativeA are too largt..'-mnkf>s it diffi(lult on 
p.mal1 hu~inr8a 2 
~. Poor service at (>ocperativc--in gen(~raI 11 11 10.6 
4. Finrmcial policy 9 1'.6 
n. Hcvolving fund poor way to finullre 5 
b. Others--not on CRl:!h basis, too low cppratjng capital 4 
5. Poor prif'cs 5 5 4.8 
6. Poor quulity of goods, petroleulll, and general 4 4 3.8 
1. Other. 2 2 1.9 
agement and personnel. This points out the importance of .the 
personnel aspect of cooperative activity. Since the majority of 
the patrons in It cooperative are also its member owners, many 
feel a stake in the way their cooperative is run; the per:;lOnnel-
cllstomer relation takes on new meaning in the cooperative set-
ting. In this group of critIcisms the largest number of members 
criticized what they termed pOOl' or inefficient management of 
thc cooperative. Criticisms of personnel in terms of their being 
careless, abrupt, not courteous or friendly werc mentioned next 
most frequently. Other criticisms in the field of management, 
management policy and personnel were: favoritism to cl.'rtaill 
members or to the board of directors, not satisfied with tests 
(creamery), too high wages for employees, poor sales methods, 
on-the-farm cleanliness regulations by creameries, payment poli-
cies, and undesirable employees. Poor service by the cooperative 
was mentioned by 11 percent of those making criticisms and this 
criticism also relates to personnel and management. 
The group of criticisms mentioned ncxt. most frequently were 
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related to sizc of coopcrativcs. Somc thought coopcratives werc 
getting too larg·c or didn't like the fact that there WDS only one 
0utlet for products in their community, that is, thc coopcrative. 
'l'hcre were seven mcmbers in a community whcrc the coopera-
tive was the only convenient market for grain that would havc 
preferrcd to have a noncooperative concern in the market to 
make what they termed "a more competitive market." TheR~ 
members thought they would probably continue to deal with the 
cooperative but they didn't want to be forced by convenience to 
deal with anyone concern. "Competition keeps people on their 
toes," as one man put it. Five members thought cooperative:; 
could get too large, expand too far and run the local independent 
merchants out of business. They didn't want to sec their com-
munity center" completely cooperative." However, none ot' thi:,: 
gTOUp of fivc thought the cooperatives were that large at the 
time interviewed; it was a future possibility. There were two 
other members who thought the cooperatives had already ex-
panded too far and were making· it difficult for some independent 
businessmen to operate suceessfully. A few members thought 
cooperatives were getting too large, had too many members, and 
the "personal touch" between the members and the management 
was being· lost. 'l'his applieu to cooperative buying or selling 
over a large territory . .As one member pnt it, "'I'here is a need 
for more cooperatives, not larger cooperatives," in referring to 
the size of local cooperatives. A very few thought cooperatives 
were too small. 
Poor prices offered by the cooperatives, poor quality go'ods 
and financial policies made up the remainder of the criticisms. 
1\lE:;\IBER OPINIONS AND Ul\TDETISTANDING ON so:~m 
]~CONO::'lnC POI~ICTES OF COOPERATIVES 
It was not the purpose of this study to make a detailed exami-
Ilation of financial, credit and tax policies as they relate to 
cooperatives. However, there werc included some general ques-
tions regarding policy and the understanding of coopcrative 
policies in this gencral vrea as well as opinions on sperific itemi; 
related to these economic phases of the cooperatives. There was 
general interest on the part of members and nonmembers as well 
aF> townspeople in the field of taxation of cooperatives. During 
the time the field interviews were being made, two congressional 
hearings, editorial comment and letters to the editor all con-
tributed to increased general interest. Some methods of financing 
cooperatives were being discussed along with the tax arguments. 
Uany cooperatives were becoming alarmed at the amonnt of 
operating capital it was taking to run their cooperatives and 
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were pressing for a more nearly cash business. 'Vhat was the 
opinion of the members of the cooperative ou these questions"? 
MKMBEIlS DID NOT DlS'l'lNGUISH BE'l'WEEN PROFITS AND SAVINGS 
One point of discussion on the income tax qnestion revolved 
around whether or not cooperatives actually made profits or 
returned savings to the patron at the end of the year, savings 
that had always belonged to the patron member bnt that could 
lIot be accurately computed until the true cost of operation for 
the year could be determined. Sixty-one percent of the members 
thought cooperatives did actually make profitsY Thirty-five per-
cent said cooperatives had no profits, and 4 percent gave" don't 
know" answers. 
OPINIONS DlVIDED ON COOPERATIVES PAYING INCOME 'l'AXES 
One of the arguments posed by cooperati.ves is that some 
cooperatives are nonprofit organizations and therefore have no 
profits to be taxed. It was reasoned that the income belongs to 
the farmer members and that a cooperative as an entity in 
itself has no income or profits. To the question, "Should coopera-
tives pay income taxes?" 56 percent replied "no." Thirty-five 
percent thought cooperatives should pay income taxes although 
some of them qualified their answers by specifying the type or 
illcome taxes eooperatives should pay and others could give nl) 
reason for their answer. Nine percent gave" don't know" an-
swers. 
If either a "yes" 01' "no" answer was given by the inter-
viewee, he was asked to give the reason for his answer. Of tho 
groups sayil'lg cooperatives should not pay income taxes (56 per-
cent of all members) 65 percent gave as their reason, "It would 
be paying twice." Another 14 percent of those saying coopera-
tives should not pay income taxes gave as their reason that the 
cooperatives themselves had no profits-thus no income, in the 
member's mind-to tax. Nine percent said, "'l'he farmers al-
ready pay enough taxes." 'rhis reasoning usually involved one 
of two approaches: (1) The most frequent was that the income 
was going to be taxed in the hands of the farmer anyway and 
shouldn't be taxed to the cooperative, (2) the other was the 
sheer burden of taxes already in existence and the possibility of 
more being added was irksome to the interviewee. Another 10 
percent stated cooperatives should not pay income taxes but 
had 110 definite reason for their answer. 
17 Actually. in a technical sense. many of these cooperutlves are probably 
making a profit. such as on nonmember business. However the authors. 
who also took almost all of the schedules. feel confident that in almost all 
cases the respondent was not thinking in terms of nonmember profits when 
he gave this reply. 
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Thirty-five percent of the cooperative members thought co· 
operatives should pay income taxes. However, 5 pcrcent could 
give no definite reason for their answer, and 14 percent of this 
group qualified their answers by stating the income tax should 
be paid only on certain kinds or portions of income. Mentioned 
frequently as types of income that should be taxed were: income 
from nonmember business, or income that was held back as 
operating capital in revolving funds or deferred refunds. Eighty-
one percent of this group gave an unqualified "yes" that co-
operatives should pay income taxes. The reason most frequently 
given was that the cooperatives were in business the same as 
anyone else and should pay their fair share of taxes the same 
as everyone else. Common reasons given were: "I have to pay 
income taxes, they should too," "They are no better than any-
one else, we all have to pay income taxes." In most cases these 
members did not identify themselves with their cooperatives; to 
them the cooperative was just another business. 
MEMBERS FEI,T THEY SHOULD FINANCE COOPERATIVES AT 
THEIR INCEPTION 
The members seemed in general accord that the original 
financing of local cooperatives should be done by the member-
ship itself as much as possible. ]\Iore than 80 percent of the 
members thought that members should finance thcir cooperatives 
at the start. Three percent felt that the government, including 
govcrnment banks, should bear the financial burden. There were 
2 percent who felt that the local bank should do the financing. 
Ten perccnt thought that some arrangement should be worked 
out between members and the banks mcntioned above, each 
contributing some of the finances but the main burden being 
with the membership. 
ONE-THIRD UNDERSTOOD REVOLVING FUND 
Once the cooperative is in business an increasingly common 
method of financing is the revolving fund or deferred patronage 
refund method. Despite its rather common use, over half, 52 
percent, of those interviewed had no understanding of this 
method of financing. Fifteen percent had "some" understanding 
of the revolving fund and one-third "understood" the function-
ing of a revolving fund as a method of financing.18 
18 If the Interviewee had "no" or "just some" knowledge of the mechanics of 
the revolving fund. the interviewer explained this method of financing til 
the Interviewee. It WaS explained that Withholding the patron's savings 
was one method by which the cooperative could provide capital for oper-
ations and expansions. Admittedly there is some danger in using this 
technique In interviewing. However, when this technique was used, 73 per-
cent thought the revolving fund method of financing was a good method. 
Only 9 percent said it was a bad method of financing. And 18 percent did 
not feel qUalified to judge whether It was a good 01' bad method. 
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MEMBERS FAVORED BUILDING RESERVES IN GOOD YEARS 
Eighty-six percent of the members stated that patrons should 
leave part of their savings in the business in good years to main-
tain the organization in bad years. Twelve percent were opposed 
to building such rcserves. One percent thought some savings 
should be left in the business in both good and bad years to 
build reserves. One percent gave" don't know" answers. 
A l\f,\.JORlTY DID NO'1' APPROVE m' A STRICT CASH BASIS OF OPERATION 
Cooperative leaders in advisory capacities and wholesale co-
operatives of which many of the local cooperatives are members 
in most cases strenuously advise operating on a cash basis. How-
ever, less than one-third of the members thought thc cooperatives 
should attempt to operate on It cash basis. 'l'hil-ty-seven percent 
suggested operating 011 a 30-day credit basis. 'l'hese members 
reasoned in terms of gasoline deliveries that could not be made 
on a cash hasis unless the member was at home, or probably came 
in out of the field to the gasoline storage tank, to pay for each 
gasoline delivery. The time involved for" settling up" for each 
small item was also mentioned as a factor that made the 30-day 
credit basis thc best for these members. In reality, many of them 
considered the 30-day program a" cash" basis of doing business. 
The members were willing to pay for and take the risk of' 30-day 
credit because of its being convenient. However, 24 percent 
thought cooperatives should give extended credit to their mem-
bers if they needed it. Only 7 percent had no opinion concerning 
credit. 
Despite the fact that 61 percent voiced the opinion that co-
operatives should operate on a. 30-day or extended-credit basis, 
almost all, R6 percent, said they would continue to patronize the 
cooperative if it went on a cash basis. However, many members 
qualified their answers in terms of patronizing until times became 
too difficult to pay cash. Ten percent stated they would not 
patronize the cooperatives on a cash basis. Only 4 percent had 
no opinion on this point. 
:;\IallY of the members looked at the coopcratives as farmers' 
organizations that should help the farmer in many different 
ways. One way young farmers and new farmers could be helped 
was by extending credit to them. l\:Iany of those interviewed 
I'ccalled the difficulty they had in obtaining credit when they 
started farming or during the depression of the 1930's. They 
wanted to aid others that might find themselves in the same 
difficulty. In the main, they didn't think credit should be open 
to everyone but that the manager should know his memberi:i 
well enough to know to whom and how much credit should be 
given. The vast majority of the members realized that they as 
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members would have to pay the cost of extending credit to patron 
members of the cooperative. 
NONlVIEMBER OPINIONS CONCERNING COOPERA'l'IVES 
The 546 Iowa farmers interviewed were nearly equally 
divided between members of cooperatives and nonmembers. All 
earlier section compared these two groups on the basis of' selected 
characteristics. ThiK scction briefly examines some of the pre-
vious experiences and the opinions that nonmembcrs had in rela-
tion to cooperatives. If there is any unfavorable farmer sentiment 
ttnvard cooperatives as a way of business or policies of coopera-
tives, one might expect to find that Kentiment more prevalent 
among the no-nmember group. 
NEARLY 20 PERCENT HAD BELONGED TO COOPERATIVES 
Many nonmembers had had or were at the time of interview 
having contacts with cooperatives. Approximately 18 percent of 
the nonmembers had at some time or other belonged to coopera-
tives of some type. A large number, 31 percent, did some busi-
ness with a cooperative at the time of the survey. 'When asked 
the specific question why they did not deal with cooperatives, 
the 278 nonmembers in the sample gave varying answers. Sixteen 
percent were dealing mainly with cooperatives at that time. 
Of those who did 110t deal with cooperatives the reason given 
most frequently was that there was no cooperative available, 
mentioned by 57 percent. Twelve percent stated it was more 
convenient to deal elsewhere. Eight percent of the farmers were 
not engaged in the type of farming that would enable them 
to deal with the cooperatives available to them. Six percent had 
some personal relationship with other noncooperative uealers 
that they wished to maintain. Othcr reasons for not trading a1 
the cooperatives 'Were: poor prices, did not know of a coopera-
tive nearby, not sat isfied with coopel'atives, liked to "shop 
around," cooperatives did not offer credit, was never approache(l 
by cooperative, poor management of cooperative, did not do a 
IHrge enough volume of business, and just started farming. 
)IOST NONMEMBERS WERE NOT OPPOSED TO COOPER.\ TIYES 
Only 10 percent of the nonmembers stated that they were 
opposed to cooperatives. The reason mentioned most frequently 
for being opposed was that the cooperative controlled an entire 
hlcal market and there was no longer a competitive market 01' 
an alternativc channel of sale open. Twenty-one perccnt of those 
stating their opposition, gave no definitc reason why. Another 
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vpposition to cooperatives was expressed in terms of coopera-
tives allegedly not paying their fair share of taxes. The follow-
ing reasons were mentioned by only one interviewee each: being 
draid of cooperatives financially, personal feelings against the 
management, farmers shouldn't go into business, farmers shouM 
engage only in producer cooperatives, cooperatives are no more 
efficient than private business and thus shouldn't go into busi-
l1~SS, and cooperatives were too much like communism and 
socialism.· . 
A MAJORITY WOULD JOIN A COOPERA'l'IVE IF ONE WERE A VAILAllLE 
AND RUN RIGHT 
Seventy-two percent of the nonmembers stated that they 
would become members of cooperatives and gave different eil'-
cmnstances under which they would join. Those who would not 
become a member of a cooperative under any circumstances made 
up 23 percent of' all nonmembers, and 5 pereent didn't know 
whether or not they would become a member if a cooperative 
were available. 
As to the circumstances under which the 72 pereent would 
join eooperatives, the 011e mentioned most frequently was: if 
there were a cooperative available and it were being managed 
right. If the cooperative looked as if it would save them money, 
another 22 percent would become members. There were 9 per-
cent that were planning to take out membership at the time 
interviewed. Another 6 percent would become members, but 
they didn't state the circumstances under which they woulu 
join. Others would join if the cooperatives were convenient, if 
the farmers themselves were larger operators and had a larger 
volume of goods in which the cooperative dealt, if 11 cooperative 
was really needed, if the noncooperatives "got out of line," and 
if the goods were not available any place else. 
HALF HAD NO OPINION ON 'l'HE COOPERATIVE 'l'AX QUESTION 
More than 50 percent of the nonmembers did not know if 
cooperatives paid taxes. There were 15 percent who stated co-
operatives didn't pay taxes. Thirty-three percent thought co-
operatives paid taxes. 
If an affirmative answer was given to the question "Do co-
uperatives pay taxes 9" the interviewee was asked what type of 
taxes. Of this group the largest percentage, 28, said cooperatives 
paid taxes but didn't know what type of taxes. Twenty-five 
percent thought cooperatives paid just property taxes. The same 
percentage thought they paid property and income taxes. Thir-
teen percent mentioned property, income and other taxes. Anu 
8 percent mentioned income taxes only. 
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Fifty-three percent of the nonmembers did not feel them-
solves qualified to answer the question, "Do cooperatives have 
an unfair tax advantage 1" Many of them had never thought 
about the issue, others had read and heard about it but did not 
feel well enough informed to pass judgment one way or thc 
other. The remaining 47 percent did give positive answers: 26 
percent thought the cooperatives had 110 unfair advantage, and 
21 percent thought that they did. 
MOS'!' NONMEMBERS HECEIVED NO INFORMATION ON COOPERATIVES 
Almost two-thirds of the nonmembers stated that they re-
ceived 110 information about cooperatives. The remaining 38 
pcrcent stated they have some contacts with cooperative infor-
mation. The sources mentioned by this 38 percent included: 
promotional material from local or wholcsale cooperatives, farm 
organization meetings and publications, farm journals and news-
papers, neighbors and friends. 
RELATION OF FARMERS' COOPERATIVES TO THE 
COMMUNITIES IN WHICH THEY ARE LOCATED 
Up to this point we have been concerned mostly with the 
relation of individual farmers with their respective cooperatives. 
Of equal importance is the relation of cooperatives to the com-
munities in which they are located. This neeessitates a reorienta-
tion of our thinking from a eonsideration of the individual co-
operative members to the cooperatives as organized entities in 
themselves. 
As will be shown below, villages with farmers' cooperatives 
are significantly different in certain respects from villages with-
out cooperatives. It is impossible to tell from the data so far 
assembled (1) whether the differences in communities are due 
to the presence or absence of cooperatives in the villagc centers, 
(2) whether the cooperatives owe their existence to characteris-
tics of the villages in which they are located, or (3) whether the 
community characteristics and the cooperatives both stem from 
cultural differences of the people living in the area. We are 
primarily concerned here with the fact that the differences do 
exist rather than with the causes of these differences. 
Economic relations will be given primary consideration in 
this part of the study since it has been fairly clearly demon-
strated in the foregoing pages that, in the minds of members 
and nonmembers alike, the cooperatives play an almost exclus-
ively economic role in the lives of the farmers. This does not 
imply, however, that the social effects. are 110t important, even 
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though they may be residual. They will be included in an ex-
tension of this study. 
One of the main objectives for which the present study was 
undertaken was to discover the economic effects of cooperatives 
on the communities in which they were located. "When the field 
work was completed and the data were assembled, it became evi-
dent that there was no sound basis for calling the relationships 
bctween cooperatives and communities "effects."" Instead, the 
presence or absence of cooperatives was found to be associateu 
with val'ious economic conditions existing in the community 
centers. In discussing these relationships in the following pages 
no causal relationship will be indicated or implied. 
'l'hese economic l'elatiomhips of the cooperatives with their 
communities can best be analyzed from two points of view: 
(1) according to the type of cooperative involved, and (2) ac-
cording to the size of the community in which the cooperative is 
located. 
Within the 22 communities included in the present study, 
there were to be found four main different types of cooperatives: 
(1) elevator cooperatives, (2) creamery cooperatives, (3) gen-
eral cooperatives, and finally (4) oil cooperatives. Many co-
operative members belonged to other types of cooperatives but 
these were located in communities other than the 22 picked fo], 
the purpose of this stndy. Since these cooperatives were located' 
in communities which were outside onr sample, they were not 
included with the rest. Tjikewise some of the larger communities 
had other typcs of so-called cooperatives which were excluded 
as not falling within the definition of a cooperative determined 
for this project. 
Morc members of elevator and creamery cooperatives were 
interviewed, and there were more such cooperatives present ill 
the communities chosen, than of general or oil cooperatives. The 
actual members interviewed 'Wcre: 132 membcrs of elevator 
cooperatives, 155 creamery, 45 general, and 62 members of oil 
cooperatives. 
'1'he population of the 22 community ccnters in this study 
ranged from 260 to 4600 according to the 1940 census. Sixteen 
of the 22 centers had less than one thousand inhabitants and for 
purposes of clarity and brevity they were referred to here as 
"villages," while the six centers with over a thousand popu-
lations are called" towns." 
Certain business ratings have been used in this study to 
compare the 22 community centers. The first of these was the 
Dun and Bradstreet estimates of the financial strength of indi" 
vidual concerns in each center. The reports of the superintendent 
of the state banking departmcnt and county tax records were 
also used. Finally, an appraisal of the number a"nd type of the 
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business services in each community center was made as a part 
of the study itself. 
DIFFEREN'£ TYPES OF COOI'ERA'l'IVES H,\D DIFFERENT CO:lIl\IUXI'fY 
RE[,ATIONS 
The smaller business centers of Iowa are becoming increas-
ingly aware that county scat towns, for example, are ~benefited 
by the fact that county business draws farmers to the COlllltr 
s('at and away from outlying centers. The fllrmers do a good 
share of their trading during such trips. Thus the county busi-
ness and state and national agencies located in the county seat 
give that center 'ldded drawing power. Similarly cooperatives 
excrt considerable drawing power on the farmers of the communi-
ty and consequently bencfit other busincss COllCel1lS in the center 
with an increase of business, making it a better trade center. 
Largely because of the manner in which the members carry 
on business with their respective cooperatives there is a differ-
~Jlee in the drawing power of the four different types of co-
operatives: (1) the elevator cooperatives which purchase the 
grain produced by the members, and, in return, sell various 
items of farm supply, such as feed, seed, twine, salt, fertilizer 
and fencing; (2) the creamery cooperatives wJlich produce and 
sell butter I~lade from the cream supplied by the members; (3) 
the general cooperatives which sell a wid0 variety of items from 
lumber to farm and household appliances and machinery; and 
(4) oil cooperatives which supply the members with motor and 
fuel oil and other petroleum products. 
Ninety-three percent of the elevator members, 67 percent of 
the general cooperative members, 40 perccnt of the creamery 
members, and 30 percent of the oil cooperative members made 
011e or more trips to the cooperative each month which resulted, 
in many cases, in their doing' other business in the center besides 
that done at the cooperative. 
According to the statements of the members themselves most 
of them did transact other business in the centers whenever they 
went there to deal with their cooperatives, business which the)" 
might otherwise have carried on elsewhere since it was found 
that few of the farmers restricted their economic activities to 
one center. Actually (i0 percent of the elevator members, 51 
percent of the general, 40 percent of the oil, and 24 percent of 
the crcamery members stated that their cooperatives attracted 
them to the center for the transaction of other than cooperative 
business. '1'he oil and creamery cooperatives arc lowest in this 
respect since much of their cooperative business itself is carried 
on by the truckers who contact the members on their farms. 
Based on the average number of trips per member and the 
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TABLE 4. DRAWING POWER OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF COOPERATIVES.* 
Average numb'Jr Averago number Number of Number of 
Type of trip" per of members in member trips members 
month the type of per month interviewed 
cooperative 
Elevator 4.2 441 1852 134 
Creamery 2.8 454 1271 97 
General 1.0 . 775 1472 27 
Oil .7 805 563 10 
-
*Based on the eooperl1tiv~, ,elected by member. a. the most important to them. 
mean SIze of the type of cooperatiye, elevator cooperatives 
caused an average of 1852 trips to be made to the center per 
month as against 1472 trips for general cooperatives, 1271 for 
creamery, and 563 for oil cooperatives. If we take the percentage 
of these trips which the members claim led them to do other 
business as well as cooperative business, we find that the elevator 
cooperatives led with 1111 trips per month, general 750 trips, 
creamery 305 trips, and oil 225 trips per month to their respec-
tive community centers. 
Our data indicate, the1'efore, that in Iowa there is a tendency 
for general cooperatives and cooperative elevators to be greater 
assets economically and to somc extent socially to the rural 
communities than arc other types of cooperatives coyered by 
this study. The manner in which the general and elevator co-
operatiYes do business tends to strengthen the bonds tying the 
individual farmer to the community by drawing him more 
frequently into contact with the business and social activities 
of the center. 
The members of the four different kinds of cooperatives dif-
fered from each other as regards size of farm, length of tenure, 
years of schooling and other factors. These differences 'are note-
TABLE 5. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE :lIEl\1BERS OF DIFFERENT laNDS 
OF COOPERATIVES. 
PCf!'cnt Avpra~o Have Length Percent"completing a. given I 
Typo of "'lIo arC' 8i7.~ of lived in of grade of school Socio-
coopcr~ QWnprf:t members' neigh- tenure economic 
ative or part- farms borhood on --~ --_. --- Btatus 
owner A (acrcs, (yeurs) prc~cnt 
offnrms farm~ 8th or High ColleJ!o (years) under Srhool 
- ---------
General 61 201.0 22.0 13.0 33 Jj6 11 80.0 
Elevator 63 203.8 21.8 10.9 59 33 7 79.5 
Creall1Cry 59 198.0 21i.4 10 .. 5 62 32 6 78.9 
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worthy, but are not statistically significant. They are shown in 
fig. 5. 
THE SIZE OF CENTER WAS RELATED TO OPINION 
As previously indicated, of the 22 communities in this study, 
IG had populations under one thousand, and six had populations 
over that number. The smaller one::-l are here referred to as 
"villages" and the larger ones as "towns" with n() oth('r pur-
pose in mind than to facilitate distinguishing between them. 
There was no significant relationship between the size of 
the cooperative and the size of the center in which it was located. 
Some of the largest cooperatives were in small villages. 
'Vhen asked what was the greatest benefit they received from 
their cooperatives, members of town-centered cooperatives most 
often responded with "economic savings." A large number ot' 
the members of village-centered cooperatives answered in the 
::-lame fashion, but more of them than in the town eooperatives 
thought their greatest benefit was in dealing with their OWlI 
company or putting cooperative ideals into practice outside ancl 
illside the cooperatives. . 
There were differences between the members of village and 
the members of town cooperatives in regard to relations to theiL' 
cooperative organizations. In the first place, 11 larger proportion 
of the members joined the town cooperatives in order to save 
money, while conversely, a larger proportion 'of members joined 
village cooperatives for the convenience in doing business that 
it afforded them. Friends, relatives and neighbors had a greater 
effect on town than on village membcrs in persuading them to 
join, while more village members acquired membership auto-
matically as a result of doing business with the cooperative. A 
larger proportion of village members, furthermore, did ]00 
percent of their business at their cooperatives, and a smaller 
proportion of them split their business. In many cases, of eOUl'se,' 
this was due to the fact that no alternative markets were avail· 
able in the local village center, but since few farmers in the 
study restricted their trading to one center, other factors were 
involved in this greater loyalty to village cooperatives. 
A significantly larger proportion of village members consider 
their cooperatives not just places of business but as their agents 
handling their produce or supplying their needs. Village mem-
bers generally believe that their cooperatives should be active 
in community affairs while more of the town members feel that 
they should not. Village members in significantly larger pro-
portion declared that their cooperatives heightened the degrrc 
of cooperation within general community affairs, while town 
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Fig. G. Reasons given by members for joining cooperative. 
cooperatives either had no effect or actually tended to reduce 
the degree of general community cooperation. 
'rhe members of villag'e cooperatives as revealed by the inter-
. views taken in the study also tended to cooperate more in in-
f(lrmal cooperative ventures with their neighbors, such as sharing 
labor, machinery, and breeding stock. 
On the whole, then, members of village eooperatives can be 
said to be more thoroughly imbued with cooperative ideals and 
they put them into practice more fully than do the members of 
town cooperatives. 
Farmers who wcre not members of cooperatives also re-
sponded differently to village eooperatives than they did to town 
cooperatives. A larger proportion of those living near village 
centers as compared to those who lived near towns traded with 
the local cooperatives. A significant proportion of village non-
members felt that they got better prices and services, that there 
was more orderly marketing, and that there was a condition of 
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healthier competition 1Il their villages because of the presence 
of farmers' cooperatives. On the other hand, a highly significant 
pl'oportion of the town as compared to thc village nonmembers 
felt that no benefits whatever accrued to them from the presence 
of farmers' cooperatives in their towns. Again this was veIT 
possibly due to the lack of alternative markets or sources of 
supply in the villages as eomparcd to the tOWI1S. 
The relationship of farmers' cooperatives to the economy of 
their communities and the resulting infiuenc3 on the thinking 
of both member and nonmember farmers would appear to be 
greater, therefore, according to the findings of the present study, 
in villages of less than 1000 inhabitants than in towns of 1000 
and over. 
TUE l'HERENCE OF COOPEIU'I'IvES \VAS REI,,\TED 'fa ECONO;llIC 
S'l'AllILITY 01.1 Vl[,LAGER 
Our study of the interviews made with Iowa farmers dis-
closed that il{ their minds the cooperatives played a more import-
ant part in the economic life of villages than they did in towns, 
largely as a cOllsequence of the cooperative being, in most vil-
lages, the only uyuilahle market or source of supply for par-
t iculal' agricnlt ural needs or products. \Vith this in mind it 
seemed well to compare villages with and villages without co-
operat i,'es to determine whether or 110t there was a significant 
difference hetween them as to their general economic stability. 
Using the DUll and Bradstreet estimated financial strength 
of individual eoncerns l !' in each of the 16 villages in our study, 
pIns tax records from the various connty treasurers, and the 
reports of the superintendent of the state banking department, au 
estimate was made of the financial strength of each of the vil-
lnges for ever? fifth year beginnin~· in 1925. These figures were 
then corrected by the usc of Federal Hescrve Commodity Price 
Index for each year indicated in order to eliminate fluctuations 
ill the value of money from 1925 to 1949. 
Our village centers varied in population size from 200 to 
,. 'fhe Dun and Bradstreet estimates of financial strength of business firms 
are achieved in the following lIlanner: "'here a balance sheet Is available, 
financial strength is based on tangible net worth which has been defined 
as ··the sum of all outstanding common stocks, surplus, and undivided 
profits, less any intangible item in the assets, such as good will, trade 
marl,s, patents, copyrights. leaseholds, mailing lists, treasury stock, or-
ganization expenses, and underwriting discounts and expenses. 'Vhere only 
incomplete financial Information Is available on a concern, Investigation is 
made in outside quarters such as banks and suppliers before assigning' 
financial strength c1assitlcations. Extensi\·e use Is also made of public 
records; many states requit·e that corporations file balance sheets-other 
governmental agencies have such requirements and the Information as 
filed is sometimes available to the public. Also there is a wealth of infor-
mation in mortgage, sales liens, real estate and court records which is 
ava!iable to the public. At times the Information obtained is not sufficient 
to estimate the exact net investment, but is sufficient to assign a general 
capital classification. 
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1925 '30 '35 '40 ~5 1925 '30 '35 '40 '45 
COOPERATIVE VS. VILLAGES BY AGE OF 
NON - COOPERATIVE COOPERATIVES 
VILLAGES 
VILLAGES BY TYPE 
OF COOPERATIVES 
Fig. 7. Comparative average financial strength of the 16 centers, 
over 800. It was desirable to obtain a financial strength figure 
which could be used to compare the economic stability of the 
concerns in large and small villages eliminating the effect of size. 
1'his was done by dividing the corrected yearly financial strength 
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figure by the last census population of the center. This result('d 
in what we have termed the per capita financial strength index 
figure of the center. By test this per capita financial strength 
index is found to bear no significant correlation to the size of 
the village. 
None of the cooperatives had been established in any of the 
villages in our study as early as 1925. Villages which llcquired 
cooperatives at some time during the next 24 years arc referred 
to here as cooperative villages, and, for convenience only, those 
in which cooperatives were never established are called non-
cooperative Villages. 
As shown in table 6, the average per capita financial strength 
index figure for all of the noncooperative villages in 1925 was 
almost half again as large as the average for the cooperative vil-
lages. By 1949, however, the figure for the 'noncooperative vil-
lages had dropped to almost half of its original strength while 
the average for those villages in which farmers organized co-
operatives during the next 24-year period showed a slight in-
crease which was well ahead of that for noncooperative villages. 
In a sample of limited size the data for one village may dis-
tort the average for the whole sample. To some extent this is 
true in the present case. One of the villages without cooperatives, 
designated as Village K, shows a per capita financial strength 
index figure three to four times as great as that of the 
other villages in the same category during the years 1925, 1930 
and 1935, but falls in line with the rest of the sample in 1940, 
1945 and 1949. 
If we withdraw Village K from the sample, the remaining 
villages without cooperatives have a per capita financial strength 
index average of 471 for 1925 which is not statistically different 
from the index average for the villages which later acquired 
eooperatives. In other words, there was no appreciable difference 
in financial strength of the two types of villages at the time 
when anI' comparison of them began and before any cooperatives 
were organized. However, by 1949 the villages which had ac-
quired cooperatives at some time during the ensuing 24-ycal' 
period had succeeded in more than holding their own while those 
which had not acquired cooperatives had dropped significantly 
below the cooperative figure as well as below the figure at which 
they had started in 1925. 
It should be repeated here for emphasis that, in this, as in 
all other findings of this study, no causal relationship is implied 
as between the presence or abscnce of cooperatives and the dif-
ferent financial strength estimates of the centers. The same fac-
tors which brought about the organization of cooperatives may 
also have affected the general financial condition of the village 
. centers. That such a causal rclationship docs exist may seem to 
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TABLE 6. PER CAPITA FINANCIAL STRENGTH. 
A. Average per rapita financial strength* of the 16 centers: 
1925 1!l30 1935 1940 1945 1949 
----------------
All noncooperative village ................. 705 6S5 422 327 301 367 
Noncooperative witheut villa!!;e Ii 471 467 294 313 266 a09 
Cooperative villagp ................................ 495 557 480 394 372 500 
Cooperatives les. than 3 years old 731 654 508 340 3AO 526 
Cooperatives 8 to 15 years old ........ 427 .'J3G 477 418 365 471 
With elovators only ............................ 581 603 515 389 427 554 
With .)feampries only __ .......... _ ........ 3.';7 477 385 349 21;7 375 
With elevator; and creamcrie •. _ ....... 532 586 554 473 392 580 
Over-all avera!!," ................................. 671 701 520 417 341 442 
B. Relation of 11145 per capita financial .trength figuro to town,hip level of living index for 
that year: 
All noncooperative yillage" .................................................. . 
N oneooperative without village K. ..................................... . 
Coopl'rative village •. _ ........................................................... . 
CooperatiYes I ••• th .. n 3 years old. ..................... .... ..... .. .. 









C. Spread in average per capita financial strength figUres, 1 925-1!l49: 
All noneoopprative village ....................................................... , .......................... .. 
Noncooperative without village Ie ................................................................... . 
Cooperative village" .......................................... , ................................................. .. 
g~~:~:~i~:: 8nt~el: ie~~~~ o'l~:·::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
With elevators only ......................................................... ~ ....................................... . 
:~etn':bao'rhr~i:v~~~.·ii~(fcr.;jime;:i~ •. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::: 
Over-all averag~ ...................................................................................................... . 
Township 

















• Based primarily on the Dun and Brad.treet estimates of the financial strength of the 
centers divided by the village population. 
**The minus (-) .ign indicates a drop from 1925 to 194!l. 
be implied by the datu presented here.· It must be borne in 
mind, however, that this phase of the study was intended to be 
of a preliminary nature. Further research based on a much 
larger sample needs to be carried on in this area before any 
causal relationship can be said to exist. 
The location of a village in a poor farming areal lack of 
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industries and insufficient transportation may cause a village 
to have a low per capita financial strength index figure while 
other villages more advantageously situated have a rel:ltively 
high figure. The figures, for anyone year, therefore, are less 
meaningful than when compared to the figures for other years 
for the same village. 
Some of the farmers' cooperatives in our study had been in 
existence less than 3 years and others from 8 to 15 years. Since 
cooperative villages had bccIl shown to be economically more 
st able than noncooperative villages it was worth examining 
whether or not the length of time the cooperative had been 11 
palt of the village econom? was correlated with the measure of 
economic stability. 
In tablc 6 the per capita financial strength index figures for 
villages in which cooperatives had been in existence for less 
than 3 years indicate 11 drop of 205 points hetween 1D25 and 
1 D49. The Hl;!9 index figure for villages with cooJleratives from 
8 to 15 years old, on the other hand, f.lhows an increase of 44 
points over the 1925 figure for the Harne category. ·When f.lub-
classified according to the age of the cooperative, the villages in 
the present sample form categories too small to lend statistical 
significance to the finding'S. They arc indicative, nevertheless, of 
an area in which fnture stndy ran profitably he carried on. 
Since the? arc also drawn from relatively small f.lamples, 
the figures for the different types of cooperatives as shown in 
table 6 must also be looked npon merely as snggestive of future 
stndy and not as sound ba~es for sweeping concluf.lions. 
It might be assumed that the per capita financial strength 
figures would he high in villages drawing their trade from com-
munities in which the farmers were pro~perous, and low wherc 
the farmers were less fortunate economically. Thc coefficient of 
correlation of .70 hetwl'en the per capita fin~ndal strength index 
figures of the centers in ]!)45 and the BAE level of living index20 
on the farms in the surrounding communities in the same yem' 
is Hot sufficiently high to eliminate the possibility that other 
factors may be at work here. At the very least the assnmption 
that the financial strength of the center is solely a reflection of 
the prosperity of the farmers ill the snrrounding commnnity is 
unwarranted. A center which attracts the trade of a large num· 
bel' of moderately prosperous farmers may show greater financinl 
strength than one in which the only farm operators nre a hand-
ful of exceptionally wealthy ones. Other factors such as railroad 
20 The Bureau of Agricultural Economic" Farm Operator LcYcl of Livinr,-
Index is a special tabuhttion b~' counties of the percentage of farms having 
automobiles, and haYing electricity and telephones in the farm dwelling" 
and the average value of products sold or traded. See: Hagood, :lIargare 
.Jarman. Farm operator family leyel of liYing indexes for counties of the 
U. S. 1940 and 1945. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bur. Agr. Econ. p. 13-14. May, 1947. 
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and bus service, schools, organizations, and general social atmos-
phere, also may play an important part. 
In fact it is not improbable to expect that where a high 
per capita financial business strength figure is accompanied by 
a relatively high level of living index number, not only are the 
farms contributing to the prosperity of the center, but the 
benefits of the business prosperity in turn are being shared by 
the rural population in that they are receiving more equitable 
prices for their products and are having to pay more moderate 
pl'iccf! for the things they need. In this regard the cooperatives 
may be an influential factor. 
On the basis of the per capita financial strength index figures 
alone, however, we can conclude that the presence of the farmers' 
cooperatives in the village centers of our study is accompanied 
by, though not necessarily a cause of, greatcr economie stability 
so far as our data demonstrate. 
COOPERATIV'"E VILLAGES DIFFERED FROM O'l'HERS IN SERVICES OI.'FERED 
In order to provide a further basis of comparison between 
cooperative and noncooperative villages, an index has been de-
vised to indicate the strength of those services in the r.enter~ 
which it can be assumed bind the farm and village members 
more closely together by facilitating opportunities for contact 
between them and by providing them with a basis for mutual 
economic interest. 'l'he services were classified in six major catc-
gories: communication, professional services, farm services, com-
mercial recreation, civic utilities and general commercial services. 
Here again, in order to avoid putting a premium on size alone, 
the number of services in the villages was compared with th~ 
TABLE 7. GENER~L SERVICE INDEX AVERAGES FOR THE 16 CENTEHS. 
A. Com- B. Pro- C. Fnrm D.Com'\ E. Civie F. Gen'\ T"tnl 
muniC'a- fe.s- ser,~ices re{'rea- utiliti~" cotnrncr- index 
tions ional tion cial 8cor~ 
------------------
Over-all averare .8 .8 3.3 .5 1.8 5.7 12.0 
NoneoopeT!ltiv~ villages 1.3 -1.3 ,7 .7 -.:'1 5.3 6,1 
Cooperativo villages .3 2.3 5.2 .3 3.4 B.O 10.5 
Villnges with cooperatives 
less than 3 years old 1.0 4.5 5.0 .0 7.1i 9.2 26.5 
8-15 years old .1 1.7 .5.3 .4 .0 5.7 15.6 
Villages with 
f"lcvntor cooperatives 1.0 5.2 0.2 .3 3.8 7.4 24,0 
creamery cooperativeR .3 -1.0 4.0 .7 1.0 3.7 7.1 
both elevator and 
creamery cooperatives .0 1.5 7.0 .0 1.5 6.5 16.5 
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average for villages of that size in the sample. An index rating 
was set up on that basis giving a positive index score to villages 
having more than average number of services, and a negative 
score for those having fewer. This a.llowed for the comparison of 
villages of varying sizes. The scores for the 16 villages accord-
ing to this index ranged from 43 for the best to a minus 16 for 
the poorest village. The over-all average for the service index 
was 12.0. 
Two villages of approximately the same size can be contrasted 
here to show how the service index functions: 
Communieations .•.............................•.............. 
Professional servirel!l .... ___ .............. uu ••••••••••••••. 
Farln serviccs. ___ ...... _ .... __ ..... __ ............... u •.•••••• 
~f~[~~t:iluj~;:::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
General commercial Be'rvlces ...... __ .. ______ . _____ _ 0' 
Number of services'" 


































·See key to General Service Index, p. 228, for detailed explanation ot this 
Index. 
By comparison to the over-all average of 12.0, the seven vil-
lages without cooperatives averaged 6.1, while the villages with 
cooperatives averaged 16.5. This is not to say, however, that the 
cooperative villages excelled in all types of services. They were 
notably weak in communication and in commercial recreation, 
but above the average in all other categories. The comparison 
of the cooperative and noncooperative villages on the basis of 
this index shows that the cooperative villages genel'ally offered 
more of those services which are primarily intended to servl~ 
the needs of the farmers. 
COOPERATIVE "ILI,AGES WERE BETTER TRADE CENTERS 
On the basis of the foregoing it can be safely said that the 
villages in which farmers' cooperatives had been organized were 
better trade centers for their communities not only because they 
provided more general services for both the farm and the vil-
lage population, but also because they showed greater economic 
stability, a benefit which was shared by village merchants and 
farmers alike. 
In the light of the findings of this study it is not presumptu-
ous to suggest that businessmen in Iowa villages where coopera-
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tives are located should carefully appraise the total effect of 
cooperatives on local business conditions before deciding what the 
role of the cooperative is in their village's economy. Failing 
to do so, they may find, too late, that they have destroyed one 
of the major means whereby their villages can prevent farm 
patronage from concentrating in larger centers. Conversely, 
st rengthening of local cooperatives may mean, in many cases, 
Ull increase in farmer participation in the local economy, and 
t 1Ierefo1'e deservcs community-wide support. 
MBTHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 
Three main objectives were incorporated in this research 
project. The first objective was to determine the understanding, 
opinions and actions of Iowa farmers toward cooperative prin· 
ciples, practices, policies and toward cooperatives in general. 
'l'hese data were desired for farmers who were members of co-
operatives und also for .those who were not. The second objective 
was to determine the l'rlationships between these understandings, 
opinions lind IIctions and other selected personal and social 
clmracteristics of the farmers. The third objective was to explore 
thc relationships between cooperatives and the communities in 
which they were locllted. 
Four main factors were thought to bear a direct relation to 
these axes of analysis. These factors were taken into considera-
tion in choosing the population to be studied. 
The first factor was size of community. It was felt that the 
size of the cammunit~· and its center might affect the cooperative 
ill its relationship to its members and to the community as 11 
whole. Iowa townships are reasonably uniform in geographie 
size and in number of farm population so that variations in town-
ship population generally reflect variations in the populat.ion 
of centers in the township. The size of communities in the state 
also bears a significant relationship to the size of centers. Since 
the data used to measure the four factors were available by 
townships and not in all cases for incorporated community CCl;-
tel's, township data were used. In choosing the sample r.ommuni-
ties, upper and lower limits were set to include townships in 
which there were incorporated community centers with popn-
lations between 250 and 5000. The upper limit was set for t.hree 
main reasons: (1) the cost involved in doing a comprehellsive 
community analysis of communities larger than 5000 would 
have been prohibitive, (2) the economic and social relations 
within a larger community would probably have been so com-
plex that an attempt to measure the effect of a single organi-
zation such as a cooperative would have been difficult, and (3) 
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it was felt that the exclusion of these few larger communities 
would not impair to any marked degree the picture of rural 
Iowa communities and their cooperatives. The lower limit was 
set for two main reasons: (1) to assure a minimum-sized com-
munity organized around several institutions, not a. singlc insti-
tution, which would facilitate comparison of communities in 
the sample, and (2) to assure a sample for which certain sec-
ondary data were available. The data actually used were popu-
llltions of townships, 1940, in which the community centers 
of the prescribed size were located. 
The second factor was the nationality background of persons 
living in the community. It was thought that there might be a 
difference in understanding of and opinions about cooperatives 
between Iowa farmers living in communities with a high per-
centage of foreign-born or native-born of foreign 01' mixed par-
entage and those living in communities composed mostly of resi-
dents with native-born parents. The data used were the per-
centages of the total population which were foreign-born and 
native-born of foreign or mixed parentage, for townships in 
1930, which was the last year for whieh such data were available. 
The third factor was level of living. It was felt that level of 
living might affect the presence of cooperatives in communities 
Uf; well as membership in cooperativcs and understanding of and 
opinions about cooperatives. The data used were the farm opel'· 
ator level of living indexes for Iowa townships in 1945. 
The fourth factor was the numbcr of organized cooperatives 
doing business in the community center. The main reason for 
the usc of this factor was to assure a sample of communities that 
would provide an opportunity to compare communities in which 
there were cooperatives with communities in which there were 
no cooueratives. It was also desired that communities with dif· 
ferent ·numbers of cooperatives in their centers bc included in 
the samplc.. . 
All the Iowa communities whose centers were incorporated 
places with a population in 1940 between 250 and fiOOO werc 
classified according to the four factors mentioncd: (1) popu-
lation, (a) 250 to 124D, (b) 1250 to 5000; (2) percent foreign 
Lorn for the township in which center was located, (a) less 
than 24 percent, (b) 24 percent or grcater; (3) township level of 
living, (a) 166 and below, (b) 167 and above; and (4) number of 
cooperatives in the ccnter, (a) none, (b) one to three, and (c) 
four or marc. This resulted in 24 classes (2x2x2x3), two of 
which were empty and were combined with a third. 'Within each 
final class one community center was taken at random, there 
being a total of 22 in the samplc. This procedure of sampling 
insured a highcr frequency of association between community 
characteristics and the four factors than in the case of a com. 
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pletely random sample. It also has the property that the prob-
abIlity that each place in the population occurs in the sample is 
known. 
Having by this method chosen the 22 villages and towns that 
were to comprise the sample community centers, actual com-
munity boundaries had to be determined. This was aecomplishco.l 
by first referring to the grocery trade area map of the State of 
Iowa prepared in 1935 by the Iowa State Planning Board. These 
boundaries were closely checked with local grocers and other 
community members at the time of this study. The judgment 
of these people was substantially confirmed at the time the 
schedules were taken. 
-Within each community 25 farmers were interviewed. These 
interviewees were chosen on the basis of a systematic ordering 
scheme in which the farmers were ordered on the basis of their 
geographic location in each surveyed section within the com-
munity boundaries. -Within this systematic ordering every nth 
farmer was drawn, the n being determined by dividing the num· 
bel' of farmsteads in the given eommunity by 25, the number 
of interviewees desired. 'rhe first interviewee drawn in each 
community was determined by random number within the inter-
val n. Members of cooperatives and nonmembers alike were iuter-
Ylewed but different schedules were used for each (sec member 
and nonmember schedules in appendix A, page 230). 
The study had a high degree of acceptance with the farmer 
pOlJUlation in the sample. There was less than 1 percent refusal. 
The length of the schedule, particularly the member schedulf', 
made it necessary to follow the schedule closely throughout the 
illterview. However, the interviewers found that this did not. 
prevent their developing aud maintaining a high degree of 
rapport bctween themselves and those interviewed. 'fhe inter-
viewers carefully refrained from expressing their own attitllde 
toward cooperatives both during and after the interview in order 
that the immediate interviewee as well as other farmers in the 
community with whom the interviewer would later come in con-
tact would not modify their responses in any way. The inter-
viewers recorded their impressions of general characteristics alHI 
attitudes of the interviewee that they thought might makr. 
answers to the formal questions more meaningful. . 
The estimation procedure used in the analysis, that of using 
the actual unweighted data, may lead to a small bias in the 
conclusions, hilt it was felt that the amount of bias could not 
affect apprcciably the conclusions that were drawll. 
Of the 22 community centers in the original sample, six had 
popUlations over 1,000. The <If'Sumption that the impact of ml~' 
single organization snch as a cooperative could not be deteetert 
in the more complex economic activities of these larger centers 
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was supported by the responses to the farm schedules taken in 
these communities. For this reason it was not considered feasible 
ill an exploratory study of this type to include the centers with 
popUlations over 1,000 in that portion of the study devoted to 
the comparison of villages having cooperatives with those in 
which therc were no cooperatives. This meant reducing the 
sample to the 16 villages whose popUlations ranged from 250 to 
] ,000. Also the village centers and the institutions located in 
them became the centers of analysis rather than the communi-
ties as a whole since the economic activities of the communities 
wcre concentrated in the centers and it was around these acti-
vities that comparisons were to be made. 
All the services in the 16 villages were carefully checked and 
classified in six types: (A) communication services (post-office, 
telephone central, local newspaper); (B) professional services 
(doctor, dentist, lawyer, veterinarian); (0) farm supply and 
markcting services (farm implements, produce buying, creamery, 
l'levator, feed store); (D) commercial recrcation services 
(movies, skating rink, bowling alley, dance hall); (E)' civic 
utilities (paved streets in business district, sewer system, water 
supply); (F) general commercial services (banks and retail 
stores) . 
In order to develop a scale by which the center could be rated 
on the services provided and which would eliminate the effectfl 
due to size alone, the centers were grouped according to size, and 
the average number of services for each of the six categories 
was determined 011 the basis of popUlation classes. -Weighted 
scores were then worked ont for each catcgory by size of villag'e 
using the average number of services as bench marks. Since by 
definition, the 16 villages fell within the 250.1,000 population 
class, no attempt was made to fit the scale to villages outside this 
popUlation range. 
As indicated above, the scores assigned to each item dependell 
upon the average numbel' of senices provided in a particular 
population class for the 16 villages. In weighting the different 
categories of services in relation to each other, no attempt was 
made to evaluate the size, efficiency or social worth of a service. 
Each of the services was considered solely on the basis of' it~ 
relation to the average economic service pattern of all the cen-
ters. The question of the stability of the averages used as bench 
marks for the scores was considered to be of greater importance 
than any system of weights that could be devised. Consistency 
was held to be the essential factor in selecting weights for the 
different categories. 
The precision and reliability of the scale needs further test-
ing. The scale is used as here developed because no usable scale 
is known to exist which scores villages against an average for 
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villages of similar size and thereby eliminates the effects due to 
size alone. To be valia for general use such an index scale would 
have to be based on averages derived from a sample of villages 
large enough to be representative of the state or region to be 
studied and to establish stability of the averages used as a basis 
for scoring. The present scale will be considered only a beginning 
from which a more precise and comprehensive measure may Iatel' 
be developed. 
In table 8 actual scores are given in categories A through E. 
In category F, the table itself lists the number of particular 
commercial services found to be the average in each population 
class. The accompanying key indicates the score to be given a 
village containing the average number, or for one containing 
more or fewer services than the average for that class, 
TABLE S. GENERAL ~ERVICE INDEX. 
Score. by population clasS("s 
Type and number 
----' ------------
of services 200- 300- 400- 500- 600- 70c}- SOc}- !l0c}-
299 399 499 599 699 799 899 999 
A. Communication 
None ............................................ -2 -2 -2 -3 -5 -7 -8 -9 
One ................................................ -1 -1 -1 -2 -3 -5 
-6 -7 
Two .............................................. 1 1 1 .,.1 -1 -2 -3 
-4 
Three or more._ ...... _ ..... ___ ..... u •••• 4 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 
B. Professional scrvi.e. 
Non ............................................. 0 -3 -6 -9 -12 -15 -IS -21 
One ................................................ 3 3 -3 -6 -9 -12 -15 -18 
Two .............................................. 6 :I 3 -3 -6 -9 -12 -15 
Three ........................................... 9 9 6 3 -3 -6 -9 -12 
Four Or more .............................. 12 12 9 6 3 -3 -6 -9 
C. Farm supply and marketing services 
None ........................................... -4 -6 -8 -to -12 -14 -16 -18 
On6. ............................................... -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12 -14 -16 
Two ............................................. 5 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12 -14 
Three ............................................ 6 5 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 -12 
Four .............................................. 7 6 5 ,-2 -4 -6 -8 -10 
Five .............................................. 8 7 6 5 -2 -4 -6 -8 
Six ................................................ 9 8 7 6 5 -2 -4 -Ii 
Seven ............................................ 10 9 8 7 Ii 5 -2 -4 
Eight.. .......................................... 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 
Nine .............................................. 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 
D. Commercial recreation 
None ............................................ 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -2 -3 
One .. _ ........................................... 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 
Two .............................................. 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 
Threp ........................................... 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 
Four or more ___ . __ ....................... _ 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 
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TABLE 8. GENERAL SERVICE INDEX-Continued. 
Type and number 
of servicps 
Scores by pnpulatinn cla~ses 
299 399 409 59!! 699 709 899 11911 
-2-00-- -3-0-0-- -4-0-0-- -5-0-0-- -6-0-0-- -7-00--1-8-0-0-- -9-0-0--
-E--. C-iv-ic-u-til-iti-cs----I------------,----
---------1·----------------
N one. .. ___ .................................. . 
One .•........................................... 
Two ............................................ . 
Three or more .......... . 




Garage, auto repair __ ......... __ ....... 
Servico .t.ation .....................•..... 
Locker plsnt .•........................... 
Bank ............................................ 
Lumber and coaL ...................... 
Drug· .•....................................... 
Harber .hop ................................ 
Tavern._ ....................................... 
l'lumbing. __ ............................... 
Beauty parlor .•........................... 
Funeral .ervire ........................... 
Billiards._ •.................................. 
Shoe repair ................................ 
Furniture ................................... 






























































-9 -9 -9 -9 -9 
-0 -6 --{i -6 -6 
-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 
3 . 3 3 3 3 
2 3 3 3 3 
1 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 
4 5 .OJ 5 5 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 






tThe number. refer to the average number of services to be found in villages of each pop-
ul9tinn clas~. Check the .corinl.' key that follows the table for the .core to be given each 
type of flerVlce. 
CORIN(J KEY FOR GENERAL COMMERCIA.L SER\TIC~S: 
For average number of .ervices of any kind ... _ ..................................................... . 
If no service of a certain kind is available. .. _ ....................................................... . 
If a .etvire is available, but i. 
onc less than the avprnge number ..... _ .......................................................... . 
two Ie., than the average number ............................................................... . 
For each servire agency above average number ..................................................... . 
Whan serviccs marked with asterisks are pre.cnl. __ ............................................. . 
* score .7 
** f'core .D 
*** Bcore 1. 1 
**** BcorO 1. 3 











The Per Capita Financial Strength Index of the 16 villages 
was developed in the following manner. Dun and Bradstreet 
estimates of the financial strength of the 16 villages were ob-
tained for the years 1925, 1930, 1935, 1940, 1945 and 1949. 
Since banks are not included in these listings, the net worth of 
the banks was obtained from the reports of the state banking 
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department. 'Where the local banks were merely banking offices 
of banks in neighboring centers, an estimate was obtained from 
the bank itself of the share of its net worth represented hy thn 
local office. In all cases this information was graciously given 
by the banks. 
Some of the 16 centers contained branches of larger concermJ. 
'rhis was especially true in the case of lumber companies. The 
Dun and Bmdstreet estimates of the financial strength of these 
concerns was that of the parent company. In each easc, howevet', 
the companies in question provided information by which it was 
possible to cstimate the branch's share of the concern's total 
financial strength. County tax records were used as the basis 
of estimates where other figures were not available. 
Since the Dun and Bradstreet estimates are by letters which 
indicate a range of financial strength, as for example C repre-
sents a range of from $75,000 to $125,000, it was necessary to 
set a median figure for each letter symbol and to use it through-
out in computing' thc estimates, Strictly adhered to in the cas~ 
of all IG villages, this interprctation of the symbols provided fl 
basis for statistically reliable comparisons. 
The completed estimates of financial strength of the 16 vil-
lages for the years 1925, 1930, 193~, 1940, 1945 and 1949 were 
corrected by the use of Federal Reserve Commodity Price Index 
for each veal' indicated in ordcr to eliminate fluctuations in the 
value of ~oney from 1925 to 1!J49. '1'he corrected yearly estimates 
for each center were then divided by the latest census popu-
lation figures for e<lch village available at the time the estimate 
WflS made. The resulting figure was an index of the per capita 
financial strength of the village for a specific year. Such an index 
made possible the compai'ison of the financial strength of a vil-
lage from year to year, regardless of changes in population, and 
. a comparison of villages of different size at anyone time. 
APPENDIX A 
MEMBER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
County __________________________ Schedule no. ____________________ _ 
Community _____________________ . Name of interviewer ____________ _ 
Name cooperative ________________ Date of interview _______________ _ 
IN'l'ERVIEW WI'l'H ME:lIBER 
1. Name of cooperator ____________________ ~Age of family head _____ _ 
Nationality of head _____ _ 
Address ________________________________ Nationality of wife _____ _ 
Family status: married ____ singJe---- widowed ____ divorced ___ _ 
2. Member of: Offices: Offices: Offices: 
Farm Bureau __________ Grange __________ Breeders' Assoc. ________ _ 
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P.T.A. ________________ Church __________ Farmers' Union ________ _ 
Commodity 
Organization __________ ClubE __________ .:. Others _________________ _ 
3. Social participation: very active _____ active _____ fairly active ____ _ 
low participation _____ no participation ____ _ 
4. Number of preschool children __________ ; now in schooL _________ ; 
beyond school age __________ . 
5. Short form of socio·economic status s:::ale 
1. Construction of house: 
brick, stucco, etc. or painted frame Unpainted frame, or other 
Score (5) (3) 
2. Room-person ratio: 
Number of rooms______ Number of persons _____ _ 
Ratio: below 1.00 1.00-199 200 and up 
Score (3) (5) (7) , 
3. Lighting facilities: Electric Gas" mantle or pressure 
Score (8) (6) 
Oil or other 
(3) 
4. Water piped into house: Y (8) N (4) 
5. Power washer: Y (6) N (3) 
6. Refrigerator: Mechanical (8) Ice (6) Other or none (3) 
7. Radio: Y (6) 
8. Telephone: Y (6) 
9. Automobile: (other than truck) Y (5) 
10. Family takes daily paper Y (6) 
11. Wife's education 0-7 years 8 9-11 
Score (3) (5) (6) 
12. Husband's education: 0-7 years 8 9-11 
Srore (3) (5) (6) 
13. Husband attends church or Sunday school: 
(% of meetings) Y (5) 
14. Wife attends church or Sunday school: 
Ph of meetings) Y (5) 























List Place of importance Years belonge1 
7. Do you belong to more than one cooperative offering the mme ser-
vices? Yes ___ No ___ If yes, why? _______________________________ _ 
8. Have you patronized continuously? Yes ___ No __ _ 
9. (a) Why did you join your local cooperative? 
(b) What was your urgent need at the time you joined? __________ _ 
(c) Did you join because your neighbors ____ , friends ____ did? 
10. Where did you first learn about cooperatives? . 
11. (a) Do your neighbors belong to the cooperatives? Yes ___ No ____ _ 
Some ___ _ 
(b) Do you talk with your neighbors about cooperatives? Yes __ No __ 
(c) Do you try to get them to join cooperatives.? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
12. Do you belong to small cooperative ventures with your neighbors? 
Machinery use______ Trading work _____ _ 
Breeding______ Other _____ _ 
13. Cooperative goods and equipment used and/or sold: 
in household (list) On farm (list) 
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14. What other cooperative products stocked, if any, do you contemplate 
buying within the year. for your farm or household? 
15. Do you split your business with competitors, of cooperative on goods 
bought or sold by the cooperatives? yes ____ No ___ _ If yes, why? ___________________________________________________ _ 
What proportion to cooperatives? _______________________________ _ 
16. What products not sold by the cooperative do you wish the coopera-
tive would stock for farm and home use? 
17. Roads from farm to cooperative center: Name of center ___________ _ 
Distance ______ mi. 
Type: hard surfaced ___ ; good graveL __ : poor graveL __ : dirL __ . 
18. (a) Do you do any other business in this center that you would not 
do if the cooperative were not there? yes ____ No ___ _ 
(b) How many times a month does cooperative buying or selling 
alone take you to town? 
19. What is the greatest benefit you derive from cooperatives? Are there 
others? If so, what? 
______ economic savings 
______ Injected competition into local trade 
______ likes doing business with own company 
______ promotes use of cooperative ideals in other group activities 
______ puts cooperative ideals into practical use in the cooperative, 
______ other ____________________________________________________ _ 
20. Do you have any criticisms of your cooperative? Yes ____ No ___ _ If yes, what are they? _________________________________________ _ 
Have you mentioned them to the manager or directors? Yes __ No __ 
21. Would competitors prices be as good if cooperatives were not there? 
Yes ____ No ____ Doesn't know ___ _ 
22. Would competitors services be as good if cooperatives were not 
there? Yes ____ No ____ Doesn't know ___ _ 
23. Do you believe you have a say ____ , have no say ____ in running the 
cooperative? If no, why? _______________________________________ _ 
If yes, what? __________________________________________________ _ 
24. How often do you attend cooperative business meetings? 
Whenever held ____ Occasionally ____ Never ___ _ 
25. How much say does the wholesale cooperative have in the operation 
of the local cooperativeL _______ How much shOUld it haveL ______ _ 
26. Who should be permitted to vote in the cooperative? 
All patrons ____ All members ____ Only members Who patronize ___ _ 
27. Who has the right to determine what should be done with the "sav-
ings" in your cooperative? Directors ____ Manager ____ Members ___ _ 
28. Do you think you are adequately represented in community acti-
vities? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
29. (a) Do you think the cooperative should be active in community 
affairs? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
(b) Should the cooperative be a representative for you in community 
activities? yes ____ No ___ _ 
30. Should cooperatives have an organized program to teach coopera-
tion to the youth of the community? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
31. (a) Does your local cooperative have an educational fund? Yes __ No __ If yes, how is it used? _____________________________________ ._ 
(b) Do cooperatives tend to reduce ___ , heighten ___ , or have no 
effecL __ on community cooperation. 
32. (a) What is the salary of your local cooperative manager? _______ _ 
(b) Does he have enough help? yes ____ No ____ Too much ___ _ 
(c) Is he as efficient as private enterprise managers? Yes ___ No __ _ 
33. If his salary too high ____ , about righL ___ , too low ____ ? 
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34. How do the costs of operation of your local cooperative compare 
with the costs of operation of cooperatives of a similar nature? 
Higher ____ Same ____ Lower ___ _ 
35. How do their costs compare with private enterprise of a aimilal' 
nature? Higher ____ Same ____ Lower ___ _ 
36. Do you think of the cooperatives as being your agent in the buying 
and selling marltets or just another place to do bul!iness? 
AgenL ___ Dusin!'ss pJace ___ _ 
37. Are cooperatively produced goods of as good ___ , better ___ , poorer __ _ 
quality as goods of name brands? 
38. (a) On which basis shOUld a cooperative operate? Cash ____ 30 days 
____ Extended crediL __ _ 
(b) Would you patronize on a cash basis? yes ____ No ___ _ 
(c) If credit is extended who pays its cost? 
39. Are savings of your cooperative held back to finance cooperative 
activities? yes ____ No ___ _ 
If yes, (a) will you receive added services or benefits? Yes __ No __ 
(b) at what level will these benefits come? Wholesale ___ _ 
RetaiL __ _ 
(c) as a result do you feel you are becoming the owner of 
factories, oil wells, equipment, to supply your needs? 
Yes ____ No ___ _ 
PATRONAGE REFurm: 
40. When received ________ , Amount (his figure) ________ , Cooperative 
figure _______ _ 
41. Is the amount of the patronage refund usually lal·ger ____ , same ____ , 
smaller ____ than expected or don't you think about it? ___ _ 
42. Do you use your refunds for some "special" item? yes ____ No ___ _ 
43. If yes, what was it used for this year _________ , last year? ________ _ 
44. How soon did you use the check after receiving it? Within a week __ _ 
A month ____ Six months ____ OtheL __ _ 
45. (a) ~o you think the cooperative really saves you money? Yes ___ _ 
No ___ _ 
(b) If yes, are you satisfied with the savings you have made in your 
cooperative transaction? Yes ____ No ____ . 
46. Do you think the prices asked and/or paid at the cooperative are th~ 
same ____ • highel' ____ , lower than in competing concerns ____ ? 
47. (a) Do you lmow that there are wholesale cooperatives? Yes ___ _ 
No ____ Don't Imow ___ _ 
(b) Do you think these wholesale cooperatives benefit you in any 
way? Yes ____ No ____ Don't know ___ _ 
(c) 'Do you believe that these Wholesale cooperatives reduce the 
influence of monopoly? Yes ____ No ___ _ Reason: ___________________________________________________ _ 
(d) Do you think the!!e wholesale cooperatives are a form of mono)l' 
olies? Yes ____ No ____ Don't know ___ _ 
If yes, how? 
48. 'What is a revolving fund? Knows ___ , Doesn't Imow ___ Some idea __ _ 
(a) Does your cooperative have one? yes ____ No ____ (e) Invest-
menL ___ Business ___ _ 
(b) If yes. how does it work? Knows __ , Doesn't know __ , Some idea __ 
(c) If yes, what is it being used for? Knows ___ , Doesn't know ___ • 
Some idea __ _ 
(d) Do you think a reVolving fund is good ____ or bad ____ ? 
49. Is a member ever justified in not patronizing his local cooperative? 
yes ____ No ____ If yes, when? 
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50. (a) What are your responsibilities as a member of your cooperative'? 
(b) Do you live up to them? 
51. (a) Who should finance cooperatives at their start? (b) Who does? 
Members ____ GovernmenL ___ Banks ____ OtheL __ _ 
52. 'Where do you get your current information about cooperatives? 
53. Do cooperatives have profits? yes ____ No ___ _ 
54. Should cooperatives· pay income taxes? yes ____ No ___ _ 
Why or why not? 
55. Should cooperatives expand? yes ____ No ___ _ 
If so, in which of the following foul' ways? 
(1) by expanding territory for same product? 
(2) by developing many lines of goods and services in. the same 
territory? 
(3) by covering more steps in the production and distribution of the 
same products now handled? 
(4) by covering more steps in the production and distribution of a 
number of products besides those now handled? 
56. Should the farmer have more say about the quality, prices and 
services of products he buys or sells: 
Buys Sells 
(1) by farmer control of retail outlets? 
(2) by farmer control of wholesale outlets? 
(3) by farmer control of manufacturing and 
processing? 
(4) through legislative controls? 
57. The folJowing questions are being asked to get your opinion of some 
of the principles usually associated with the operation of coopera· 
tives. 
( ) yes ( ) no 
( ) members 
patrons 
( ) stockholders 
( ) patrons 
( ) yes ( ) no 
yes ( ) no 
( ) yes ( ) no 
1. Do you thinl{ that cooperatives should sell their 
products at prices lower than those of their 
competitors so as to make a direct saving for 
the patrons? 
2. Should cooperative "savings" be returned to 
patrons in the form of refunds on the basis of 
the amount of their purchases or to members 
as increased interest on their capital? 
3. If a loss results because of selling at too low 
prices should the stockholders bear the loss or 
should it be made up on the basis of patronage? 
4. Should membership in a cooperative be re-
stricted? 
If yes, (a) who should be kept out? _________ _ (b) who eligible? ___________________ _ 
5. Who should have the right to vote in a co-
operative? 
( ) all patrons ( ) one member-one vote 
( ) one vote pel' share of stock ( ) members 
who patronize the cooperative one vote ( ) on 
basis of patronage 
6. The accounts and audits of the cooperative 
should be available to: ( ) all members ( ) di-
rectors only ( ) general public ( ) stock-
holders only 
7. Should a cooperative extend credit to its memo 
bel'S? 
8. Should a cooperative member·be willing to give' 
up part of his refund to carryon an educational 
program for cooperation? 
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( ) yes ( ) no 9. Should all cooperative members vote on aU 
important questions of policy? 
( ) yes ( ) no 10. Should patrons in a "good" year leave a part 
of their savings in the business to maintain the 
organization in "bad" years? If no, why not? ____________________________ _ 
11. Is it a "moral" obligation for members to pat-
ronize: 100% ______ Fairly consistently _____ _ 
No obligation _____ _ 
58. Acres owned ____ Acres rented ____ How many years farmed? ___ _ 
59. Length of tenure: ____ years. In neighborhood: ____ years 
flO. (a) How acquired farmL _______ (b) Type of lease, if rented ______ _ 
(c) Net income last year: ______ (d) Is the farm mortgagedL ____ _ 
How much L ____ _ 
61. Source of cash income. (Rank in order of importance, 1 for high.) 
Cash Grain______ Poultry ______ Hogs______ Soybeans _____ _ 
Beef cattle______ Dairying______ Othe1"- ____ _ 
62. Labor: Hired hand ___ ; hired family ___ ; own children ___ ; none __ _ 
How hired: By year ___ ; month ___ "; occasionally ___ ; exchanged __ _ 
63. Improvements: (R) made in past year (C) contemplated 
House (list) Farm (list) 
64. Are nonmembers permitted to trade at and receive refunds from 
your cooperative? yes ____ No____ . 
65. Do you inquire at other places before buying or seIling at the co-
operative? yes ____ No ___ _ 
66. Would you like to receive more information about your cooperative 
____ , about cooperatives in general ____ ? Should Iowa State College 
conduct discussions in your community about cooperatives? 
67. The price of corn has fluctuated widely over a period of years while 
the price of farm machinery has fluctuated only slightly. How do 
you account for this difference? 
68. Does the return of a refund contribute a value to the community 
greater than the initial dollar value by circulating in the communi-
ty? yes ____ No ___ _ 
Is this greater in depression ____ , good times ____ ? 
69. Who are the members of the board of directors of the cooperative? 
NONMEMBER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
County __________________________ Schedule no. ____________________ _ 
Community ______________________ Name, of interviewer ____________ _ 
Cooperative available _____________ Date of interview _______________ _ 
INTF.RYIEW WI1'J-I NOKMElIlBER 
1. Name of cooperator _____________________ Age of family head _____ _ 
Nationality of head _____ _ 
Address ________________________________ Nationality of wife _____ _ 
Family status: married____ single____ widowed____ divorced ___ _ 
2. Member of: Offices: Offices: Offices: 
Farm Bureau __________ Grange __________ Breeders' Assoc. ________ _ 
P_T.A. ________________ ChurclL _________ Farmers' Union ________ _ 
Commodity 
Organization __________ Clubs ___________ Other8 _________________ _ 
3. Social participation: very active _____ active _____ fairly active ____ _ 
low participation: _____ no participation ____ _ 
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4. Number of preschool children __________ ; now in schooL _________ ; 
beyond school age __________ . 
5. Short form of socio·economic status scale 
1. Construction of house: 
brick, stucco, etc. or painted frame Unpainted frame, or other 
2. ~~:~.~~:'son ratio: __ (:.--3-'.) ______ _ 
Number of rooms______ Number of persons _____ _ 
Ratio: below 1.00 1.00-1.99 
Score (3) (5) 
2.00 and up 
(7) 
3. Lighting facilities: Electric Gas, mantle or pressure 
Score (8) (6) 
Oil or other 
(3) 
4. Water piped into house: Y (8) N (,1) 
5. Power washer: Y (6) N (3) 
6. Refrigerator: Mechanical (8) Ice (6) Other or none 
-=7-:. R=-a-:d7'io=-:-----------'-"----'""'Y=---'-,-( 6""')-- N (3) 
8. Telephone: Y (6) N (3) 
9. Automobile: (other than truck) Y (5) N (2) 
10. Family takes daily paper Y (6) N (3) 
11. Wife's education 0-7 years 8 9-11 12 13 




12. Husband's education: 0-7 years 8 9-11 
Score (3) (5) (6) 
12 
(7) 
13 and Ull 
(8 ) 
13. Husband attends church or Sunday school: 
(% of meetings) Y (5) N (2) 
14. Wife attends church or Sunday school: (% of meetings) Y (5) N (2) 
6. Have you ever belonged to a cooperative? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
7. Do you buy or sell goods from or to a cooperative? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
8. (a) Where do you deal in goods handled by the local cooperative': 
(b) With whom "(chain, independent, mail order, etc.)? __________ _ 
9. (a) Why do you not buy from the cooperative? None available ____ ; 
prices too high ____ ; service poor ____ ; quality poor ____ ; opposed 
to coopel'atives ____ ; othel'- _________________________________ _ 
(b) If opposed, why? __________________________________________ _ 
(c) Would you join a cooperative under any circumstances? Yes ___ _ 
No ___ _ 
(d) If yes, what circumstances? 
10. (a) If a cooperative is available, are YOll permitted to trade there 
even though not a member? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
(b) If yes, do you get the same savings as members of the coopera-
tive? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
11. (a) Do you feel that you benefit in any way because there is !J. 
cooperative in your community? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
(b) If yes, how? 
(c) Do you think the presence of a cooperative in the community 
results in better pl'ices ____ services ____ neither ____ ? 
12. Do YOll belong to small cooperative ventures with your neighbors" 
:Machinery use______ Trading work _____ _ 
ilreeding______ Other _____ _ 
13. Do YOll receive information about cooperatives? Yes ____ No ___ _ 
If yes, where from? ____________________________________________ _ 
14. Do cooperatives pay taxes? yes ____ No ___ _ 
If yes, what kind and do they have an unfair advantage? 
15. The following questions are being asl<ed to get YOlll' opinion of some 
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of the principles usually associated with the operation of coopera· 
tives. 
( ) yes ( ) no 
( ) members 
patrons 
1. Do you think that cooperatives should sell their 
products at prices lower than those of their 
competitors so as to make a direct saving for 
the patrons? 
2. Should cooperative "savings" be returned to 
patrons in the form of refunds on the basis of 
the amount of their purchases or to members 
as increased interest on their capital? 
stockholders 3. If a loss results because of selling at too low 
prices should the stockholders bear the loss or 
( ) patrons should it be made up on the basis of patronage? 
( ) yes ( ) no 4. Should membership in a cooperative be re· 
stricted? 
( ) yes ( ) no 
( ) yes ( ) no 
( ) yes ( ) llO 
( ) yes ( ) no 
If yes, (a) who should be kept out? _________ _ 
(b) who eligible? __ ..: ________________ _ 
5. Who should have the right to vote in a co· 
operative? 
( ) all patrons ( ) one member·one vote 
( ) one vote per share of stock ( ) members 
who patronize the cooperative one vote ( ) Oll 
basis of patronage 
6. The accounts and audits of the cooperativ'~ 
should be available to: ( ) all members ( ) dI· 
rectors only ( ) general public ( ) stock· 
holders only 
7. Should a cooperative extend credit to its memo 
bel's? 
8. Should a cooperative member be willing to give 
up part of his refund to carryon an educational 
program for cooperation? 
9. Should all cooperative members vote on all 
important questions of policy? 
10. Should patrons in a "good" year leave a part 
of their savings in the business to maintain the 
organization in "bad" years? 
If no, why not? ____________________________ _ 
11. Is it a "moral" obligation for members to pat· 
ronize: 100% ______ Fairly consistently _____ _ 
No obligation _____ _ 
16. Acres owned ____ Acres rented ____ Has farmed ____ years 
17. Length of tenure: ______ years. In neighborhood: ______ years 
18. (a) How acquired farm ______ (b) Type of lease, if rented ______ _ 
(c) Net income last year: ______ (d) Is the farm mortgaged? _____ _ 
How much? _____ _ 
19. Source of cash income (Rank in order of importance, 1 for high). 
Cash Grain______ Pouitry______ Hogs______ Soybeans _____ _ 
Beef cattle______ Dairying______ Other _____ _ 
20. Labor: Hired hand ___ ; hired family ___ ; own children ___ ; none __ _ 
How hired: By year ___ ; month ___ ; occasionally ___ ; exchanged ___ _ 
21. Improvements: (R) made in past year (C) contemplated 
House (list) Farm (list) 
22. Roads from farm to cooperative center. Name of center ____________ _ 
Distance _________ miles. Type: hard surfaced ____ ; good graveL ___ ; 
poor graveL ___ ; dirt ___ _ 
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APPENDIX B 
APPENDIX TABLE 1. AGE 0]' MEMBERI' AND NONMEMBERS. 
Tot.al Members Nonmembers 
Age Group~ 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Total 546 100 268 100 278 100 
-
2(}-29 63 11.5 25 !l.3 38 1:1.7 
30--44 217 39.7 123 45.9 94 'l3.8 
45-64 205 37.6 98 36.6 107 3~.5 
65-94 61 11.2 22 8.2 39 14.0 
APPENDIX TABLE 2. NUMBER OF YEARS FARMED BY MEMBERS AND 
NONMEMBEltH. 
Total, members 
nnd nonmembers Members Nonmembers 
Years 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Total 546 100.0 268 100.0 278 100.0 
-
1- 5 87 15. !l 29 10.S 58 20.9 
6-10 86 15.7 48 17.g 38 13.7 
11-15 74 13.6 50 18.7 24 8.6 
1 .. -20 68 12.1; 37 13.8 31 11.2 
21-30 104 19.0 48 17.9 50 20.1 
31--60 127 23.3 56 20.9 71 25.5 
-
APPENDIX 1'ABLE 3. CLASSIFICATION OF MEMBERS AND NONMEMBERS 
BY TYPE OF FARMING. 
Total, members 
and nonmembers Members Nonmembers 
Type of Farming 
Number Perlent Number Ilerccnt Number Percent 
- -
Total 546 100.0 2(lS 100.0 278 100.0 
Ca.h grain" 17 3.1 5 1.9 12 4.3 
Generallivestock** 350 64.1 173 64.6 177 63.7 
Generalt 155 28.4 84 31.3 71 21;'5 
Dairy, poultry nnd 
miscellnneoustt 24 4.4 6 2.2 18 6.5 
*M .. in enterprise, sale of grain off the farm. 
**Mnin enterprise of hogs andlor ""ttle tOl<ethcr with sny other combination of livestock. 
tMain enterprise of livestock pin" .ome cash grain or soybean sales off farm. 
ttThere were a tot,,] of nine in the miscellaneous category, all nonmembers. Five were com-
bination dairy-poultry furmers, two were renting out their land and two bad just moved on 
the farm and had not really started to farm. 
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APPENDIX TABLE 4. SIZE OF FARM OF MEMBERS AND NONMEMBERS. 
Acreage group. 
Total, members 
and nonmembers Members Nonmembers 
Number Percent Number Perrent Number Percent 
Total 546 100.0 268 100.0 278 100.0 
--_. . 
]0- 49 22 4.0 6 2.2 III 5.8 
50- 99 66 12.1 22 8.2 44 15.8 
100--174 215 39.4 105 39.2 110 39.6 
175-259 128 23.4 69 25.8 59 21.2 
260-S00 115 21.1 66 24.6 19 17.6 




and nonmembers Member. Nonmembers 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Total 546 100.0 26R 100.0 278 100.0 
British Isles 
Ame"can and mixed 291 53.3 125 46.1l 166 59.7 
Continental 
European. 255 40.7 143 5.3.4 112 40.3 
APPENDIX TABLE Il. SOCIo-ECONOMIC STATUS SCORES OF MEMBERS 
AND NONMEl\IBERS. 
Total, member. 
Soeio-economic and nonmembp..l's Member. Nonmembers 
status "cores 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
----
Total 546 100.0 26"1 100.0 278 100.0 
69 Rnd below 78 14..3 29 10.8 49 17.6 
70-79 199 36.1 !H 3~.1 105 37.8 
80--84 150 27.5 79 29.5 71 25.5 
85-89 106 11l.4 62 23.1 44 15.8 
90-Ill 13 2.4 4. 1.5 9 3.3 
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lind nonmembers Member. Nonmembers 
Number P~.roent Number Percent Numb~r P"rc~nt 
-------
Total 1036 541 ·195 
Church ..................................... 420 76.9 220 82.1 200 71.9 
Farm organizations .. __ ............ 329 flO.3 ISO 67.2 149 53.6 
Fraternal organizations._ ..... ' 80 14.7 38 14.2 42 15.1 
Parent-teacher associations 77 14.1 40 14.9 37 1:l.3 
Breeders a~sodBtion .. _ ..... _______ . 5::1 9.7 31 11.6 22 7.9 
Clubs (community, Lions, ek) 36 6.6 11 4.1 25 9.0 
Veterans organizations. ___ ... ___ 37 6.8 18 11.7 19 6.8 
Other ........................................ 4 1.7 a 1.1 1 .4 
Belong to no formal 
or~n.nization __ .. __ ____ _____ ._" _ 44 8.1 11 4.1 33 11.9 
APPENDIX TABLE 8. COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF SMALL COOPER-
ATIVE VENTURER~ IN WHICH MEJl.1BElU' AND NONJl.mJl.1BERS 
PARTICIPATED. 
Total, memb~rs 
Number of ventures and nonmombers Member. Nonmemb~r. 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Perrent 
Total 546 100.0 2GB 100.0 278 100.0 
-
0 144 26.4 57 21.3 fl7 31.3 
1 123 22.5 62 23.1 61 21.9 
2 205 37.5 101 37.7 104 37.4 
3 or more 74 13.6 48 17.9 26 9.4 
*Illclude. work exchange, cooperative uoe of machinery, joint use of breeding steck nnd 
~imilo.r vemtuTCS. 
